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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report details four geophysical testing projects that were conducted in Kentucky for
the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. The four projects were as follows:
KY 101, Edmonson and Warren Counties,
US 31-W, Elizabethtown Bypass, Hardin County,
KY 61, LaRue County, and
US 27, Pulaski County.
Two contractors conducted the investigations for this study:
P.E. LaMoreaux and Associates (PELA), and
The Center for Cave and Karst Studies, Western Kentucky University (CCKS).
The geophysical methods and the contractor that were used on each project were as
follows:
KY 101 – (PELA) Electrical Resistivity and Microgravity,
US 31-W – (CCKS) Microgravity,
KY 61 – (CCKS) Electrical Resistivity and Microgravity, and
US 27 – (CCKS) Electrical Resistivity and Microgravity.
These two methods preformed well and this report recommends that these geophysical
methods be used in Kentucky on a regular basis.
One contractor (PELA) did not perform well. Although his report was well written and
his analysis clearly illustrated, he was over a year behind schedule in finishing his report
and he was over budget by $15,000. This report recommends that this contractor not be
permitted to do further geophysical work in Kentucky.
The second contractor (CCKS) performed very well. His report was also well written
and his analysis was clear. He finished each of his projects on time and within budget.
This report recommends that this contractor be permitted to do more geophysical work in
Kentucky.
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INTRODUCTION
The highway system is aging at a rapid rate and construction and maintenance dollars are
always critical. Rehabilitation of older, in-service pavements and construction of new
highway facilities often require knowledge of subsurface conditions. This information is
expensive, time consuming and often very difficult to obtain. In addition, The
Commonwealth of Kentucky possesses problem geologic formations (karst) that often
limit the effectiveness of traditional subsurface techniques. The use of non destructive
testing (NDT) and geophysical methods may prove to be a valuable tool in gaining a
better understanding of these conditions and provide further information for the design,
construction and rehabilitation of highways.
Many states throughout the country have been using NDT and geophysical techniques to
assist in the design, construction, and maintenance of their transportation systems for
decades. Various techniques have been successfully utilized to identify potential collapse
zones in karst terrain, locate voids under pavements and bridge approaches, identify infilled scour pockets around bridge foundations, and for a number of other transportation
related applications.

BACKGROUND
Geophysical Methods
As experienced engineers know, geologic conditions at a particular proposed construction
site can be very complicated – with wide variability over short spatial distances. To
develop the optimum amount of geotechnical data for design would require numerous
bore holes scattered over the site. Unfortunately, generating geotechnical data for a site,
using drilling and logging techniques can be very expensive. For this reason designers
are many times forced to develop designs that are based on insufficient data. This can
cause problems during construction which often results in expensive change-orders and
budget overruns.
Geophysical methods and non-destructive testing (NDT) methods can help to supply
more complete data, at more closely spaced intervals, than borehole data. In the last two
or three decades, numerous geophysical and NDT methods have been developed and
used in various industries to provide more complete geophysical data at construction
sites. Richard Benson(1) of Technos, Incorporated, presented a paper to the First
International Geophysics Conference in St. Louis, in December of 2000. In that paper, he
provided an excellent summary of many of the geophysical and NDT methods currently
in use. Much of the following discussion is based upon information in that paper.
Airborne Geophysical Methods are commonly used to develop data over a wide area of
interest. These can include information obtained from satellites. It can also include data
taken from aerial photography, infrared photography and thermal imaging. These
methods can provide fairly “coarse” data of a particular region at reasonable cost. This
1

information can then supplemented with more precise data obtained from other
geophysical methods, if necessary. A summary of airborne methods is listed in Table 1
which has been taken directly from Reference 1.

Table 1. Airborne or Satellite Measurements.
Method
Satellite Imagery
Multispectral and
radar
Aerial Photo and
Video Imagery
Thermal Imagery
Airborne
geophysical
measurements

Parameter/Condition Measured
Surface image documentation and terrain interpretation

Surface image documentation and terrain interpretation
Temperature of surface (moisture/seeps/karat)
Subsurface characterization (e.g., magnetic data,
electromagnetic, conductivity or resistivity data and radiometric
measurements of natural radiation)

Surface Geophysical Methods can provide total site coverage in a relatively short period
of time at reasonable cost. Depending upon the method used, great sample density can be
obtained at fairly high speed, to collect data for total site coverage. These methods can
provide information at depths of up to 100 feet. With this type of resolution and
coverage, very small geologic or subsurface anomalies can be detected. Table 2 (from
Reference 1) lists some of the major surface geophysical methods.

Table 2. Surface Geophysical Methods.
Method
Ground Penetrating Radar

Parameter/Condition Measured
Dielectric constant (stratigraphy/top of rock/karst)

Electromagnetic
Frequency and Time Domain
VLF

Electrical conductivity (lateral variation in soil and rock/ inorganic
contaminants)

Resistivity

Electrical resistivity (spatial variation in soil and rock/ inorganic
contaminants)

SP (spontaneous potential)
Seismic Refraction
Seismic Reflection
Seismic Surface Wave Analysis
Microgravity
Magnetics

Electrochemical and streaming potential (seepage/karat)
Seismic velocity (top of rock/rippability)
Seismic velocity (stratigraphy)
Seismic velocity/dispersion (S-wave/stratigraphy)
Density (bedrock channels/karat)

Electrical resistivity (lateral variations in soil and rock, fractures,
contacts)

Thermal Imagery

Magnetic susceptibility (location of ferrous minerals, utilities/tanks/
drums/metal debris)
Electrical conductivity of metal (location of utilities/tanks/metallic
debris)
Temperature of surface (moisture/seeps/karat), location of pipelines

Radiation

Natural gamma radiation (exploration for ores, fracture patterns)

Metal Detector

Downhole Geophysical Methods yield very localized geophysical information using (as
the name implies) existing boreholes or monitoring wells. If the borehole does not
already exist, this method can be fairly expensive. However, unlike surface geophysical
methods, resolution does not decrease with depth. As can be seen from Table 3
(Reference 1), there are many different borehole methods.
2

Table 3. Borehole Logging/ Measurements (Single Hole).
TYPE OF LOG
Nuclear
Gamma
Gamma Spectrometry
Gamma-Gamma (Density)

Neutron-neutron

Electrical/Electromagnetic
Induction
Resistivity
Single Point Resistance
Spontaneous Potential (SP)

Magnetic susceptibility

Radar

Fluid
Water level
Conductivity

Temperature
Flow Meter (Fluid Movement)
Impeller
Heat Pulse
In-Situ Chemical Sensors
(Minimum diameter borehole
2 to 6
inches)
Mechanical
Caliper
Deviation (inclinometer)
Acoustic/Sonic/Seismic
Sonic or Full Wave Sonic
Borehole Imagery
Television
Acoustic Televiewer (ATV)
Borehole Image processing
Systems
(RIPS)
Scanning Sonar

PARAMETER/CONDITION MEASURED
Natural gamma radiation/stratigraphic correlation, relative clay content.
Natural gamma radiation/characterize mineralogy based upon radioisotopes
Relative density/Bulk density of strata sometimes used as a cement
bond
log.
Relative moisture/moisture content above the water table, porosity
below the
water table.
Electrical conductivity of soil, rock, and pore fluids
Electrical resistivity of soil, rock and pore fluids
Resistance/Stratigraphy/vods/fractue/flow
Electrochemical effects at wall streaming potential due to movement of
pore
fluids/Stratigraphy/voids/fracture/flow
Magnetic susceptibility of soil and rock for stratigraphic purposes, also
responds to presence of ferrous metals for location of steel casing,
drilling
hazards, or other well problems
Travel time of the electromagnetic wave/Identification of anomalous
conditions, far-field from the borehole, such as fractures, cavities,
tunnels
and mines
Water level of fluids in borehole
Electrical conductivity of borehole fluids/Provides a measure of
borehole
fluid, specific conductance (or total dissolved solids). Assess movement
of
water into or out of borehole locating permeable or fracture zones.
Determine salt water interface.
Borehole fluid temperature (groundwater flow)
Fluid flow within borehole (groundwater flow)

Borehole fluid electrical conductivity (flow/contaminantByoonduchvity,
pH,
oxygen, Eh, specific ion electrodes, tracers.

Borehole diameter (voids/cavities)
Borehole deviation from vertical
P and S wave velocity (near borehole)
TV image of borehole wall/geologic strata, voids and fractures
Acoustic image of borehole wall/geologic strata, voids and fractures
Electrical image of borehole wall/geologic strata, voids and fractures

Acoustic travel time/measurements of large voids and cavities
intersecting
the borehole

3

Surface to Borehole Measurements are summarized by Benson(1) as “typically seismic
measurements made to provide P and S wave velocities to calculate bulk modulus.
Resistivity and radar measurement may also be made between the surface and borehole,
but are less common.” Table 4 (Reference 1) summarizes those methods.

Table 4. Surface-to-Hole Measurements.
Method
Seismic P and S wave
measurements

Spatial variation in travel time of seismic waves to identify spatial
anomalies P and S wave velocities used to calculate elastic moduli

Parameter/Condition Measured

Ground Penetrating
radar

Spatial variation in travel time (dielectric constant) to identify spatial
anomalies

Resistivity

Spatial variation in resistivity to identify anomalies

Measurements Between Two or More Boreholes are similar to surface to borehole
measurements except larger volumes of material can be characterized by these hole-tohole methods. Table 5 (Reference 1) lists the details of those methods.

Table 5. Hole-to-Hole Measurements.
Method
Seismic P and S wave measurements
Ground Penetrating radar
Resistivity

Parameter/Condition Measured
Spatial variation in travel time of seismic waves to identify anomalies,
P and S wave velocities used to calculate elastic moduli between
holes
Spatial variation in travel time (dielectric constant) to identify
anomalies
Spatial variation in resistivity to identify anomalies

Other methods were summarized in Benson’s paper but are not discussed here as they
were not considered relevant to this study.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF WORK
In general, the objectives of this study were as follows:
• To review NDT and geophysical techniques (resistivity, conductivity, micro
gravity, ground penetrating radar, seismic reflection/refraction, cross hole
tomography, electro magnetic, and etc.) currently being used by other DOTs and
other agencies.
• Determine the NDT and geophysical methods and equipment to be utilized in
test projects for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.
• Evaluate test projects and consultants utilizing various NDT and geophysical
techniques and compile results.
4

• Develop recommendations for the use of NDT and geophysical methods.
The general scope of work was to develop a number of field projects that would permit
the evaluation of a number of geophysical methods. To evaluate these methods, a request
for proposals (RFP) would be issued to various contractors on differing field projects.
Contracts would be awarded on the basis of the evaluation of their proposals. It was
decided to ask contractor to propose at least two geophysical methods. The various
geophysical methods and the contractors used on these projects would be evaluated with
recommendations being developed from the results. Although a number of other project
have been performed in the state using geophysical methods, this report addresses only
those projects conducted under the scope of this study.

CHOOSING A CONTRACTOR
Request for proposals (RFP)
The originally intended project for this study was to be US 231 in Warren County. An
RFP (listed below) was issued to five prospective contractors inviting them to submit
proposals. The contractors were then evaluated based on the information included in
their proposals. The RFP issued by the Kentucky Transportation Center is as follows.

Request for Proposal
Kentucky Transportation Center, University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky
General
The Kentucky Transportation Center at the University of Kentucky, under contract to the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet is requesting, by this notice (RFP), a proposal for
geophysical testing and analysis on a proposed new highway alignment in south central
Kentucky. The Cabinet and the Center are interested in the locations and descriptions of
all subsurface features in this area. Site descriptions, scope of work, deadlines for
proposal submittal, and contact personnel are listed below.

Site Description
The proposed new highway alignment is US 231, located in Warren County, Kentucky
approximately 10 miles southeast of the City of Bowling Green. The total project length
is approximately 5,360 meters. However, the area of interest is approximately 500
meters in length. The limits of this area are from Station 8+600 to Station 9+100, as
noted on the accompanying plans.
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The bedrock in and around the city of Bowling Green is a highly calcareous limestone
which is highly susceptible to Karst formation. The overlying residual soils consist of
heavy clays. From preliminary borings, the limestone bedrock is from 10 to 25 meters in
depth. Details of borings, highway profile, alignment, and soil types can be obtained
from the plans enclosed with this RFP.

Scope of Work
Task A. The vendor is responsible to review the enclosed plans in detail, and from this
review, propose (in the vendor’s opinion) the two best geophysical methods for
estimating the depth and lateral extent of the underground features of interest – in the
area of interest. The proposal shall include the reasons for the vendor’s
recommendations for a particular method.
Task B. The successful vendor will be required to conduct all field testing to define all
the underground features in the area of interest. The limits of the field investigation shall
be confined to the stations listed above (along the centerline) and laterally, from the
outside edge of the shoulder to the outside edge of the opposite shoulder (approximately
32.4 meters). Please see the enclosed typical section. The vendor will be required to
perform all data processing necessary for completion of this task.
Task C. The vendor will be required to submit a detailed report describing all methods
used to collect field data, and the methods used to process the data. The report should
include all underground features that were found, including their location, extent and
depth. The report should include color maps describing the subsurface features as
interpreted by the contractor.

Budget Estimate
The vendor shall submit a detailed budget with the proposal. Costs for field testing, data
processing and reporting shall be broken out individually. The costs for each method
shall be listed separately. The budget shall include an overall total for each method.

Time Estimate.
The proposal shall include an estimated completion date for this project. Also, estimated
personnel hours for each task listed above shall be included.

Proposal Evaluation
The proposals will be evaluated on the following items, listed in order of importance:
Technical Content,
6

Budget Estimate,
Time Estimate.
Deadline for Submittal of Proposal
All proposals will be due in the offices of the Kentucky Transportation Center by 5:00
p.m. on July 31, 2002.

False or Misleading Statements
If in the opinion of the Kentucky Transportation Center, a proposal contains false or
misleading statements or references that do not support a function, attribute, capability
or condition as contended by the vendor, it may be rejected.
Proposal Submission
Proposals should be submitted to the following address:
Kentucky Transportation Center
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506-0281
Attention: David Allen
In the other field projects in the study (to be described later), only one contractor was
invited to submit a proposal. A general RFP was not issued.

Proposals Received (US 231)
The following firms or agencies submitted proposals.
Blackhawk Geoservices, Inc.
Oak ridge, TN
Schnabel Engineering, Inc.
Greensboro, NC
Center for Cave and Karst Studies
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, KY
Technos, Inc.
Miami, FL
P. E. LaMoreaux & Associates, Inc.
Oak Ridge, TN
7

Technical Proposals and Evaluation
In this section of the report, the technical portions of each of the proposals are listed. It
should be noted that these portions of the proposals were electronically scanned into this
report from the hardcopies that were provided by the prospective contractors. Therefore,
font size, font type and format will vary from proposal to proposal.

PELA Technical Proposal
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Center for Cave and Karst Studies Technical Proposal
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Technos Technical Proposal
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Evaluation of Proposals
Each of the five proposals was evaluated on three major points -Technical Merit,
Experience of the staff, and
Cost.
All of the prospective contractors seemed to have adequate experience. However, it
appeared that the Center for Cave and Karst Studies at Western Kentucky University
would use graduate students for much of the field work. Table 6 is a summary of the
proposed methods and costs, plus the “pros” and “cons” of each contractor.

Table 6. Summary of Analysis of Contractors’ Proposed methods and Costs.

From Table 6, the first four contractors proposed at least three methods, with Contractor
3 proposing four methods. Contractor 5 proposed only two methods. From Table 6, it is
clear that costs varied widely. The comments in the “pros” and “cons” columns in the
table were all issues that were discussed by the research team and the study advisory
committee. In the end, the contractors were ranked as shown in Column 1 of Table 6.
Table 7 is a summary of the top two methods that each contractor would perform, if
awarded the contract, along with comments concerning brush clearing and surveying.
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Table 7. Summary of Proposed Methods.

From the evaluation and analysis of the proposals, it was decided to award the contract to
P.E. LaMoreaux and Associates (PELA). However, a problem developed while the
analysis of the proposals was under way. It was discovered that the letting and
construction schedule for US 231 in Warren County had been moved up. Therefore,
there was not going to be sufficient time to complete the geophysical study before the
letting date. Consequently, the research team and the study advisory committee were
forced to choose an alternate site for the study. KY 101 in Warren and Edmonson
Counties was chosen as the alternate study site. This site was chosen because it had a
sufficient time frame to conduct the study and because it had the same physiographic
characteristics of US 231.
However, because of time and cost the research team and the study advisory committee
decided not to go through the “full blown” proposal route a second time. Since PELA
had been chosen to be awarded the contract on the first site, it was decided to ask them to
submit a proposal for the second site. Therefore, PELA submitted a second proposal for
KY 101. The cost for that site was $61,000, and the contract was awarded to PELA.
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FIELD PROJECTS
Project No. 1: KY 101, Edmonson and Warren Counties
This project was awarded to PELA. An approximate two-mile section of KY 101 on the
border of Edmonson and Warren counties was to be relocated (see Figure 1). Within the
total project length there were two areas of interest, totaling approximately 3,000 feet.
The first area was approximately 100 feet in length (Station 63+00 to Station 64+00).
The second area was from Station 95+00 to Station 121+50 (2,650 feet in length).
Figures 2 through 4 show general views of the two areas.

Figure XX. KY 101, Section 1

Figure 1. Location of Project No. 1, KY 101 (Areas of Interest).
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Figure XX. KY 101, Section 1

Figure 2. KY 101, Section 1.

Figure XX. KY 101, Section 2

Figure 3. KY 101, Section 2.

Figure XX, KY 101, Section 2

Figure 4. KY 101, Section 2.
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According to the contractor’s report, this site is located in the Western Pennyroyal
physiographic which starts north of Elizabethtown at the Ohio River and go south and
west towards Bowling Green and Hopkinsville, and then turning back north again to the
Ohio River. This area is mostly Mississippian age rocks, starting with St. Genevieve
limestone at the southern end of the project and concluding with outcrops of the Girkin
and its overlying Golconda formations at the northern end. These formations are highly
karst with sinkholes, solution features and caves scattered throughout.
Two geophysical methods were used at this site. The first was electrical resistivity
tomography (ERT) using an AGI String R1 Earth Resistivity Meter with the Swift
automatic multi-electrode switching system. The second method used on this project
was the microgravity method, which measures variations of earth’s gravity beneath the
instrument at a particular point of testing. The variation of gravity is due to the density of
materials at that point. The survey was conducted using a Scintrex CG-3M Autograv
Microgravity Meter.
The full report submitted by PELA on this project is listed in Appendix A. Table 1 from
that report (Table 8 in this report) lists numerous karst features along the project route, as
determined from the ERT. These are described in Table 8. A total of 30 anomalies are
listed along the approximate 3,000-foot section.

Table 8. Results of ERT for KY 101 (Table 1 in PELA’s Report).
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Table 8. Continued.

Two locations were tested using the microgravity method. As stated in the PELA report,
“one was located in the fields in the lower portion of the site area where an existing
sinkhole has been patched by DOT and a large sinkhole is present nearby in the field. A
300 by 300 foot grid was established on 20-foot station spacing, with a secondary 100 by
100 foot grid with 10-foot spacing in the center over the known sinkhole. This resulted
in approximately 370 points being collected over the area. The second grid was located
at the northern end of the area of interest, closer to the Edmonson-Warren County line on
the property of Mrs. Texie Colley, over a filled sinkhole which penetrated through the
sandstone caprock. A 300 by 330 foot grid was used, with 20-foot station spacing, giving
a good compromise between resolution and site coverage. This resulted in approximately
260 points being collected over the area.” The microgravity method indicated three low
gravity areas at the first location, indicating three geophysical “anomalies” at that
location. These are shown (dark blue-green areas) in Figure 11 of the PELA report
(Appendix A). Figure 12 of the PELA report shows two possible geophysical
“anomalies” at the second location, which are indicated by the blue-green areas on the
map.
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Project No. 2: US 31-W, Elizabethtown Bypass, Hardin County
This site is located off of the west side of a section of the southbound lane of 31-W
Bypass extending around Elizabethtown, Kentucky. The sinkhole collapse is located
approximately 85 feet to the west of the emergency shoulder of the roadway (see Figure
5).
Figure 5. Site Location.

Figures 6 and 7 are views of the collapsed area. Note the location of the highway in the
background of Figure 7. The testing for this project site was conducted by the Center for
Cave and Karst Studies (CCKS) at Western Kentucky University. They were awarded
the study through contract negotiations, and an RFP was not issued.

Figure 6. Location of Sinkhole.
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Figure 7. Location of Sinkhole.

According to the final report submitted by CCKS (see Appendix B), the primary geologic
units in the area are the Mississippian limestone and dolomite units. The most significant
units are the St. Louis Limestone which overlays the St. Genevieve Limestone. This area
and these geologic units are well known for having numerous karst features.
Microgravity was the only geophysical method used at this site. A Scintrex CG-3M
Autograv Microgravity meter was used to conduct this study. Three parallel traverse
lines were established at the site. The first traverse line was 100 feet in length, and
Traverses 2 and 3 were 140 feet in length. The gravity readings were on 10-foot spacing
intervals. Details of the testing locations and procedures are given in CCKS’ report in
Appendix B.
The three traverses tended from southwest to northeast. The gravity reading showed a
decrease from west to east, indicating increasing depth to bedrock. According to the
report, the sinkhole “is a result of a regolith (unconsolidated material lying on top of
bedrock) arch collapse. It has been formed by downward movement of regolith into a
crevice in the underlying bedrock.” Detailed results can be found in the report in
Appendix B.
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Project. No. 3: KY 61, LaRue County
This project is located on KY 61 at approximate Milepost 12.9, between Elizabethtown
and Hodgenville, in LaRue County. At this point the highway is a four-lane divided
roadway, with a grassy median, running northwest to southeast (Figure 8). The southeast
bound lanes have a noticeable dip (Figure 9). A general view of the area is shown in
Figure 10.

Area of Interest

Figure 8. Location of Project No. 3, KY 61, LaRue County.

Figure 9. Detailed Location.
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The main geologic units at this site are the St. Louis Limestone overlying the St.
Genevieve Limestone. These are units of the Mississippian Age. These are highly
susceptible to formation of sinkholes, solution channels and caves. The area under
investigation is contains numerous funnel-shaped sinkholes (Figure 8).
This project was conducted by CCKS. Two geophysical methods were used at this site.
The first was microgravity and a Scintrex CG-3M Autograv Microgravity Meter was
used to collect gravity measurements. Resistivity was the second method used at this
site. The resistivity survey used the Sting/Swift resistivity system to collect data. Three
traverses were taken at this site – one north of the highway, one in the median, and one
south of the highway (see Figure 9). The electrodes had 20-foot spacing on each
traverse.
In general, the results from both methods indicated that the dip in the roadway may have
been an extension of the karst feature (sinkhole basin) just south of the roadway (labeled
B in figure 9). Also, the sinkhole basin labeled A in figure 9 may be a part of the same
karst feature. Details of this investigation are listed in CCKS’ report located in Appendix
C.

Figure 10. General Site View, KY 61.
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Project No. 4, US 27, Pulaski County
This project is located on US 27 in Pulaski County, near Somerset, Kentucky. The site is
located on a section of proposed relocated US 27 from Station 1064+00 to Station
1088+00 (see Figure 11). The geologic units at this site are the same as at the other three
sites previously discussed in this report. The St. Louis Limestone is the dominant unit.

Area of
Interest
US 27

Figure 11. Location of Project No. 4, US 27.

Four traverse lines were run in the area of interest. The lines were 64 feet apart. Both
microgravity and electrical resistivity were conducted along each traverse. Known caves
in this area (Fisher Cave and Sweet Potato Cave) crossed under the traverse lines in this
study. None of the cave sections were larger than three feet in height. Although not a
part of this study, these cave sections were physically mapped by cave explorers.
The conclusions of the contractor’s report stated that “after examination of electrical
resistivity and microgravity data gathered over the areas containing Fisher Cave and
Sweet Potato cave, it appears that the caves are located with the underlying bedrock.
This portion of the bedrock containing the cave passageways, according to the resistivity
profile, is approximately 80 feet below ground level. Both caves are too small and too
deep to be detected either as low gravity or high resistivity anomalies. The third cave
under investigation, Natural Bridge Spring, did not cross under the proposed highway
site.”
Detailed information on site conditions and methods along with the contractor’s
conclusions can be found in the contractor’s report listed in Appendix D.
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EVALUATION OF METHODS AND CONTRACTORS
One of the most important aspects of geophysical testing is to choose the right method for
the particular site. All of the methods have advantages, disadvantages and limitations.
There is on one method that is universally applicable to all situations. Therefore methods
should be chosen after careful consideration of the site and objectives of the testing, and
should be made in conjunction with the advice of experienced professionals. The only
two methods used in this study were electrical resistivity and microgravity.

Electrical Resistivity
Crawford et al(2) state that “resistivity surveys provide an image of the subsurface
resistivity distribution. Features that are not good conductors of electricity, such as airfilled voids in the overburden or a cave in the bedrock, result in high resistivity
anomalies. This makes the resistivity method a good exploratory technique for
investigation karst subsurface features, or where depth to bedrock is needed.” Electrical
probes are inserted into the ground at various distances, as shown in Figure 12 (shorter
distances yield results from shallower depths).

Figure 12. Electrical Resistivity Probes.
From the three projects tested in this study (KY 101, KY 61 and US 27) using electrical
resistivity, results were good at each of the three sites. Collecting data at the sites is very
time-consuming and complex. In addition, post-processing of the data is intensive and
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time-consuming. However, much more detailed information can be developed and
analyzed at a much lower cost than what can be obtained from core drilling.

Microgravity Method
Microgravity surveys are used to measure the variation in density of subsurface materials.
Gravity readings that are higher than normal indicate subsurface materials that have
higher densities and lower gravity readings indicate less dense materials. Each gravity
reading must have the following corrections made during post processing of the data.
• Instrument Drift (short term),
• Earth Tides,
• Reference Ellipsoid (latitude),
• Free-Air Effect (elevation, and
• Bouguer Slab Density (refers to the attraction of the slab material, which is
caused by variation in density, between the station elevation and sea-level).
Microgravity measurements were obtained on all four projects included in this study.
Two contractors, PELA and CCKS, used the microgravity method. As stated earlier in
this report, gravity measurements were made by a Scintrex CG-3M Autograv
Microgravity Meter. Figures 13 and 14 show gravity measurements being collected.

Figure 13. Microgravity Measurements Being Collected.
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Figure 14. Close Up Of Microgravity Measurements.
As in the case of electrical resistivity, collecting readings in the field was very time
consuming and complex. Also, post processing of the data in very intensive and subject
to some interpretation by an experienced operator. However, the reports submitted by the
contractors were very clear and easy to understand. Like electrical resistivity, much
detailed information can be gained from this method at a cost considerably less than
coring and drilling. Consequently, it was concluded that this method was very successful
in characterizing the subsurface materials at the sites included in this study.

Evaluation of Contractors
PELA
P.E. LaMoreaux and Associates was the contractor on the KY 101 project. They were
well qualified with many years of experience on their staff. Their technical proposal was
in-depth and well-written. Their proposal clearly identified the scope of work and the
approaches that were to be taken in conducting the study. Their field data collection
techniques were excellent. Their final report was also well-written. It explained fully
how the work was conducted and how data was collected. In addition, their analysis and
recommendations were clearly explained. However, the research team can not
recommend this contractor be used for future geophysical projects, without the assurance
the problems which were encountered during the project can be addressed. The reasons
for this lack of recommendation are explained in the following section of this report.
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CCKS
The Center for Cave and Karst Studies at Western Kentucky University conducted three
of the projects in this study. These were US 31-W, KY 61 and US 27. Like PELA, all of
their technical proposals were well written and clearly defined the problem. Their
proposals clearly explained their proposed approach to conducting the study. Their
reports were well-organized and well-written. The presentation of their data was clear
and easy to understand. Each of their project reports were received on time, and each of
the projects were completed within budget. The research team most certainly
recommends that this contractor be used on future geophysical project sites.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE STUDY
1. PELA had considerable problems completing the KY 101 project. They first indicated
that the weather prevented them from completing the field data collection phase on time,
and fell several months behind in that phase of the study. The original budget was for
$61,000. However, they had used all of their budgeted funds and the report still had not
been written. They were forced to ask for and additional $15,000 in order to complete
the study. The final report was also late, which was partially blamed on personnel
issues, including the fact that the P. I. developed health problems during the study.
2. The University of Kentucky Research Foundation was extremely slow in processing
the necessary contract documents, causing a delay of several weeks getting the project
started.
3. There was considerable conflict between the University of Kentucky research
Foundation and the Western Kentucky University Research Foundation over regulations
and contracting procedures. Several weeks of negotiations were required before all of the
regulations for both agencies were satisfied.

CONCLUSIONS
• Both the electrical resistivity method and the microgravity method required extensive
data collection in the field, which, in turn, requires a considerable amount of time to
conduct a field investigation.
• Both the electrical resistivity method and the microgravity method requires extensive
post processing of the data, and both require considerable experience in interpreting the
data.
• Both methods appeared to define and delineate underground features fairly clearly and
would indicate to a designer areas that would need further investigation.
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• Four of the five prospective contractors provided good technical proposals. The fifth
contractor (Technos) did not provide a very complete proposal and his estimated cost was
considerably greater than the other contractors.
• The two contractors (PELA and CCKS) provided good final reports that were wellwritten and complete. The reports explained the methods used very well, and clearly
explained and displayed the data well. Their interpretations were well documented.
• One contractor (PELA) was over a year late in providing the final report and over ran
their budget by $15,000.
• The second contractor (CCKS) performed very well. His reports were on schedule and
he completed the work within budget on each of the projects.
• Contracting procedures and regulations with the University of Kentucky Research
Foundation and the Western Kentucky University Research Foundation were very
difficult and required an excessive amount of time.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Both the electrical resistivity method and the microgravity method should be used
more extensively, in the future, in the preliminary stages of design. This will allow
designers to more accurately choose areas for further, and more detailed, investigation –
such as drilling and coring.
• Other methods of geophysical testing should be tried in Kentucky, as the situation
might warrant.
• Due to problems outlined above, one contractor (PELA) should not be permitted to
work for Kentucky Transportation Cabinet unless the problems associated with this
project can be eliminated on future projects.
• As stated previously, the second contractor (CCKS) did an excellent job in his
investigations and should be given further contracts in the state.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
On December15,2002,the KentuckyTransportation
Center(KTC-UK)at the Universityof Kentucky,undercontractto the KentuckyTransportation
Cabinet,and P.E.
LaMoreauxand Associates,Inc. (PELA)enteredinto an agreementto conductgeophysicaltestingand analysison a proposednew highwayalignmentin southcentral
Kentucky.
Theobjectives
of the geophysical
studieswereto:
. Usean integrated
geophysical
approachto identifythe absenceor presenceof karstconditions
underlying
newhighwayalignment.
the proposed
o Use a combination
of two geophysical
techniquesto providea 3-D understanding
of the complexgeologyoftenassociated
with karstterranes,and a
top-of-rock
estimate.
o Evaluatethe needfor futuregroundmodification.
An integratedsurvey using microgravityand electricalresistivitytomography
(ERT)was conductedto locateexistingsubsurfacekarstfeaturesand to help guide
groundmodification
alongthe proposed
alignment
throughknownsinkholes,
and over
solutionwidenedfracturesand possiblecaverns.In moststudies,surfacegeophysical
methodsare usedin combination.
We acquirednineERTprofilesand completed
two
gridsto coverthe areasof highestinterest,includingar300 squarefoot microgravity
easwithvisiblesinkholes
at the timeof the survey.Whereverpossible,
threeparallel
resistivity
transectswere obtainedalongthe alignmentand the interpretations
combinedto yielda 3-D model.The gravitycoveragewas confinedto onlytwo limitedareas becauseof the highcostof 3-Ddata,whichwas requiredby the contract.
The resistivity
modelshavean averagemaximumdepthof approximately
80 feet.
The 2D-ERTdata outlinesirregular
featureswithinthe overburden
and the bedrock,

tptr
properties.
mappingvariations
in thickness
and changesin the electrical
Overburden
(lessthan 50 ohm-m)to
anomaliesrangein characterfrom low resistivity
bull's-eyes
lensesof high resistivity
(greaterthan 200 ohm-m),with a nominalbackground
level
rangingfrom80 to 120ohm-m.The low-resistivity
zonesare interpreted
to be primarily
porefluidcannotbe
clayeyintervals,
thoughthe presenceof an electrically
conductive
ruledout. High-resistivity
anomalies
withinthe overburden
are interpreted
as either
floatingblocksof intenselyweatheredrockor coarser-grained
(lessclayey)intervals.
Two levelsare interpreted
withinthe bedrock:the top of the epikarst,or weathered,
(unweathered)
zone,andthe top of competent
bedrock. The top of the epikarstlayer
is interpreted
to occurat the 2400ohm-minterval.The bedrocksurfaceis interpreted
to occurat that contourintervalwherethe resistivity
valuesrise consistently
above
5000ohm-m.
In the absenceof karstconditions,
one wouldexpecta horizontal,
low resistivity
surfacelayerof generallyconstantthickness,
corresponding
to soil, underlainby a
higherresistivity
bedrocklayer.However,in this karstarea the ERT transectsshow
patternsindicative
anomalous
resistivity
of the irregularnatureof the subsudacegeology (followon Figure1). The ERTtransects
fromthe lowerpasturearea(62+10to
64+80)showa northeast-southwest
trendingelectricalanomaly,whichappearsas a
localizeddropin the interpreted
bedrocksurfacethat becomesbroaderto the west of
("1"on Figure1). Thismayindicate
the centerline
the presence
of a clayfilleddepressionin the limestone.
The ERT transectsfrom the lower hillsidearea (94+59to 100+60)show two
northwest-southeast
trendingelectrical
anomalies
in the epikarstic
zone,interpreted
as
cutters(seeTable1) one of whichone seemsto correspond
with an existingsurface
feature(labeled"2" on Figure1). In addition,
featurescan be seen
two independent
on the transecteast of the centerline,
but they are interpreted
to be partof a broader
linearchannelthatnarrowsto the northwest
("3"on Figure1). Thesefeaturesmayinjointorientation
dicatea preferred
thathasindividual
featuresin the
clayfilledsolution
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(cutters).
limestone
Thetop of competent
rockin thisareavariesfroma lowof 80 feet
belowgroundsurface(approximately
530feetelevation)
to a highat the groundsurface(approximately
650feetelevation).
The lowbedrockareascorrespond
to the
featureslocatedin the epikarstzone. Thetrendof possiblevoidsand solutionfeaturessuggeststhattheymayfollowsimilarfracturesystemsthatcontrolthe developmentof areacaves.
The ERTtransectsfromthe upperhillsidearea (101+60to 116+00)only show
karsticfeaturesbetween101+60and 107+10due to the changein bedrockfrom a
limestone
to sandstone,
whichcan be interpreted
fromthe resistivity
data. In the area
between101+60and 107+10threedistinctelectricalanomaliesare presentin the
epikarstic
zone.The firstanomalyappearsto be a broaddepression
on the centerline
("4"on Figure1), the secondis a solutionally
enlargedfracturethat trendsNE-SW
("2"on Figure1). Thethirdappearsto be a narrow,deep(50'+;
acrossthe centerline
shaftor clay-filled
fracturewhichcorresponds
withthe existingcaveto the westof the
centerline("5" on Figure1). Depthto bedrockvariesfrom a low of 80 feet below
ground surface (approximately575 feet elevation)to a high on the surface
(approximately
760 feet elevation).
The low bedrockareascorrespond
to the features
locatedin the epikarstzone. Between107+10to 116+00the bedrocklithologyhas
changedfrom Girkin Limestoneto the Big Clifty sandstonemember,thereforean
epikarstzoneis no longerpresentalthough
thereis stilla solution
featurefoundin the
bedrock. lt is interpreted
to be a shallow,clay-filledsolutionfeaturebeneaththe
sandstone
caprock("6"on Figure1).
The ERT transectsfrom the upper pasturearea on the sandstonecaprock
(117+50to 12t+00)havea different
character
thanthoseon the limestone.Moreover,
becausethe sandstone
caprockis underlainby limestone,
it is affectedby bothkarstic
undermining
and gravitational
erosionrelatedto the edgeof the escarpment.There
appearto be two broadkarstanomalies
("4"on Figure1),
thatspanall threetransects
as wellas oneanomalythatoriginates
on the centerlineandtrendsto the west. The
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]ptr
southernmost
anomalycorresponds
witha knownsinkholethat has beenfilledby the
owner,and appearsto be greaterthan 50 feet in depthbasedon the resistivity.Bedrockwas onlydetectedon the southernend of the westerntransect,whereit underlies
the surfaceat shallowdepth. Forthe majority(118+20to 121+00)of thistransect,and
all of the others,thereare no resistivities
indicative
of bedrockdetected. The surface
layerhas moderateresistivity
and appearsto correspond
to a sandysoil. Becauseof
the complexnatureof the geologicsettinghere,and the lackof any groundtruthborings,the interpretation
of thedatais moretentative.
The lowerpasturegravitydata showsa seriesof broadlow gravityzoneswhich
are mostlikelydue to a deeperfeaturerelatedto a regionallineamentcontaining
extensivefractures,weatheredzones,and cavitysystems.Thereare threedistinctlow
gravityanomaliesin the lowerpasturegrid. The mainfeatureis a northwest-southeast
trendinggravitylow to the west of the centerline;
followedby a low gravityfeatureat
the southwestern
edgeof the site whichhas a valueof -276.55mGalsand may extendfurtherto the south;anda third,smaller,lowgravityanomaly,
whichcorresponds
to the filledsinkhole.The datafrombothgridsshowsthe finalgravityanomalydistributioncorresponding
to the underground
The data clearlyillusdensitydistribution.
tratesthat thereare somelow gravityanomaliesmorethan 300IGal lowerthan in
otherareas.Theselowgravityanomalies
couldbe regarded
as lowdensityanomalies,
and in the lowerpasturegridwhereit couldbe interpreted
as followingthe trendof a
largedepression
in thefieldas wellas the sinkholeout of the studyareabut generally
on the sametrend
The uppergridhas a similargravitypattern,althoughdistinctly
differentquantitativevaluesassociated
withthe variationof density.The modeleddatadepictsa series
of alternating
highand lowgravityzonesin a generally
north-south
orientation,
thought
to be a regionallineament
similarto thosein the lowerpasture.The figureclearly
showsthat thereare three low gravityanomaliesup to 250pGallowerthanthe nor-

malbackground,
whichcorrespond
to blueandgreenzones,as wellas two anomalies
(redzones).
200pGalhigherthanthe normalbackground
Althoughbothgeophysical
methodsusedat the sitecanprovidevaluableinformationregarding
the subsurface,
it is the combination
whichprovides
of bothtechniques,
the mostusefulinterpretations.
Eachmethodprovidedvaluableinformation
by whicha
modelof the subsurface
can be drawn,althoughtheydo notalwaysagree.In a reconnaissance
fieldstudy,moredatacan be obtainedusingERTallowingfor a moreconclusiveindependent
interpretation.
In manyapplications
of microgravity
the location
of
a cavewas alreadyknown,and its effecton the gravitymeasurements
couldsimplybe
extrapolated
to map the unknowncontinuation
of the passage.However,in an area
whereit is not knownwhethera caveis presentor not,the interpretation
of a gravity
profile. lf only one
anomalyis not as definiteas the interpretation
of the resistivity
methodcan be used,due to economicand time limitations,
PELArecommends
electricalresistivity
tomography,
unlessthe pathof a knownanddocumented
caveis being
traced.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
and SCOPE-OF-WORK
On December1sth,2OO2
the KentuckyTransportation
Centerat the University
of
(KTC-UK),
Kentucky
undercontractto the Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet,and P.E.
LaMoreaux
and Associates,Inc. (PELA)enteredinto an agreementto conductgeophysicaltestingand analysison a proposednew highwayalignmentin southcentral
Kentucky.
The objectives
of the geophysical
studieswereto:
o Usean integrated
geophysical
approachto identifythe absenceor presenceof
karstconditions
underlying
the proposed
newhighwayalignment.
o Usea combination
of two geophysical
techniques
to providea 3-D understanding of the complexgeologyoftenassociated
with karstterranes,and a top-of-rock
estimate.

LaMoreaux& Associates
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o Evaluatethe needfor futuregroundmodification.
In orderto accomplish
the projectobjectives,
P.E. LaMoreaux
& Associates,
Inc.
(PELA)initiatedthisinvestigation
witha generaloverviewandthenfollowedthatwitha
detailedsite investigation
usingthe two surfacegeophysical
electricalretechniques:
(ERT),and microgravity.
sistivitytomography
The generaloverviewincludeda review
of existingsite-specific
reports,publishedregionalgeologicand hydrologicliterature
for the area,andfieldobservations
of localgeologyandsurfacekarstfeatures.
An integratedsurvey using microgravityand electricalresistivitytomography
(ERT)was conductedto locateexistingsubsurfacekarstfeaturesand to help guide
groundmodification
alongthe roadthroughknownsinkholes,
and oversolutionwidened fracturesand possiblecaverns.In most studies,surfacegeophysical
methods
are used in combination.
PELAacquirednine ERT profilesand completedtwo 300
gridsto coverthe areasof highestinterest,includingareas
squarefoot microgravity
withvisiblesinkholes
at thetimeof the survey.
The originalplanshad calledfor a moreextensivecoverageof microgravity
data.
gridand mapdata,ratherthan
However,becausethe contractcalledfor a microgravity
profiles,the extensiveeffortnecessaryto collectand process
a seriesof microgravity
grid data was more costlythan the contractbudgetwouldpermit. Therefore,upon
consultation
betweenPELAand KTC-UK,it was agreedto confinethe microgravity
gridsto two areas,one in the lowerpastureon the sinkholeplain,and one on top of
the ChesterEscarpment,
on the sandstonecaprock(see Site Geology,below).Both
gridsare centeredaroundan existingsurfacedepression
whichis undoubtedly
a sinkhole.
geophysical
P.E.LaMoreaux
andAssoc.,Inc.(PELA)carriedout a two-phase
investigation,
whichdefinedgeologicconditiohs
karstfeaturesin the suband identified
surface. PhaseI identifiedkarsticanomaliesand potentially
sinkhole-prone
areasby
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measuring
3 paralleltraversesof two-dimensional
electricalresistivity
tomography
and
combining
the datato providea three-dimensional
interpretation,
whichis moresensitive and efficientthan three-dimensional
resistivity
technology
at present(Mauleet.al
2000).The originalplanwas to coverthe entireareaof studywith threelinesof ERT
data,but the presenceof a metallicguardrail closeto the plannedlocationof one of
the profiles,madeit impossible
to collectone of the threelinesin that area.Phasell
wasthe detailedmicrogravity
investigation
of the two sinkholeareasmentioned
above,
oneon the limestone,
andoneon the sandstone
caprock.
1.1SITEDESCRIPTION
Relocation
of an approximately
two milesectionof KY Route101 is plannednear
the Edmonson-Warren
Countyboundaryin southernKentucky,a knownkarstarea
northof BowlingGreen,KY (Figure2). Withinthe totalprojectlength,thereare two areas of interesttotalingapproximately
3,000feet. Thefirstis 100feet in length(Station
63+00to 64+00). The secondarea is from Station95+00to Station121+50(2,650
feetin length).
1.2REGIONAL
GEOLOGY,
HYDROGEOLOGY
AND KARSTCONDITIONS
A reviewof existingliterature
was madeto establishexpectedconditions
on-site.
The sourceof geologicand hydrologic
information
was primarilyKentuckyGeologic
Surveybulletinsand reports.Karstdatawereprovidedby a varietyof sourcesthat includedcavemaps,springsurveys,and generalkarstreports.Thesereportsprovided
information
on the stratigraphy,
hydrologicsetting,sinkholedistribution,
depth of
knowncavesystemsin the area,distribution
of springs,etc. Thistype of information
provided
thegeologic
foundation
uponwhichto understand
site-specific
conditions.
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Figure2. Sitetopographicmap with locationsof studyareasin red. Modified
from the SmithsGrovequadrangle,KentuckyUSGS,1966.
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1.2.1Geology
physiographic
This site is locatedin the WesternPennyroyal
region,a crescent
shapedarea extendingfrom the Ohio Rivernorthof Elizabethtown
southward,then
westwardthroughBowlingGreenand Hopkinsville,
then northward
againbackto the
OhioRiver(Currens,2002).
Manyof the state'slongestcaves,and the terranemost
denselypittedwithsinkholes,
are in this region.The geologyof the studyareaconsists
of horizontally
beddedsedimentary
rocksof the Meramecian
and Chesterian
seriesof
UpperMississippian
age.
Manyof the caveand karstfeaturesassociated
withthe MammothCavesystemin
EdmonsonCountyare developedin the Ste.Genevieve
Formationand the lowerpart
of the overlying
GirkinFormation.
proTravelling
northwards
alongKY 101throughthe studyarea,one essentially
ceedsupwardthroughthe stratigraphic
column. At the southernlimitof KY 101,the
bedrockis predominantly
Mississippian
Limestone.Continuing
age Ste. Genevieve
northwards
towardsthe countylinethereare outcropsof the lowerpart of the Girkin
(Figure3) (USGS,1966).
Formation,
followedby the overlyingGolcondaFormation
TheseFormations
comprisethe parentmaterialof the Hammack-Baxter,
and BaxterNicolson
soilassociations
thatmakeup the studyareasoils.
The Ste. GenevieveLimestoneunderliesthe portionof the PennyroyalPlateau
nearestto the ChesterEscarpment.The Ste.GenevieveLimestoneis 35-40m thick
and overliesthe St. LouisLimestone.The Ste. GenevieveLimestoneis a very lightgraypartiallyooliticlimestone
and dolomitewith numerous
chertbedsand nodules.
The Mississippian
GirkinFormationis a shallow-water,
carbonate-dominated
unit in
west-central
Kentucky,lithologically
similarto the Ste. GenevieveLimestonebelow.
Carbonates
in the Girkinare in mostplacesfragmental
to ooliticcalcarenites;
dolomitic
zonesare thin,siltyand associated
withsiliciclastic
horizons.
Siliciclastic
intervals
are
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thin and cyclic,represented
mostlyby shalesand shaleycarbonates.
Coarsersiliciclasticsare rareand local.

Figure3. Portionof the SmithsGrovegeologicmap,currentsiteboundaries
outlinedin
(Msg),the greenareais the Misred. Brownareais the Mississippian
Ste.Genevieve
(Mg),whilethe purpleareais the Mississippian
sissippian
GirkinFormation
BigClifty
sandstone
(Mgb).Modified
memberof the Golconda
Formation
fromthe USGS,1966.
generallygradeupwardinto carbonates.The GolIn most placessiliciclastics
conda Formationoverliesthe GirkinFormation.lt has two members-the Big Clifty
Sandstone,
whichis 50 to 120feetthickand is composedof fine grainedsandstone
interbedded
withsiltstone
andshale,andthe HaneyLimestone,
whichis 10 to 50 feet
thick and is composedof mediumgrained,chert-bearing
limestone.The Big Clifty
Sandstoneacts as a protectivecaprockthat retardsthe erosionof the ChesterUplands.
provinces
The studyareaspansthreephysiographic
(Figure4). To the northis
primarily
the ChesterUpland,underlain
by Mississippian
clasticrocks.To the southis
plateau,underlain
the Pennyroyal
by lowerMississippian
limestones
and shales.The
steepslopeformingthe edgeof the ChesterUplandsand overlooking
the Pennyroyal
Plateauis calledthe ChesterEscarpment.The ChesterEscarpment
is developedon
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the edge of the Big Clifty Sandstonecaprock,and is stronglyinfluencedby regional
and local structure (Deike,1989).The Escarpmentis easilynoted on site as the area
where sandstonebecomesthe bedrockand is visiblein road outcropsoccurringat approximately110+50. The southernportionof the routebelow90+00 is consideredto
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Figure4. Stratigraphic
sectionfor the Mississippian
rocksof
and lowerPennsylvanian
south-centralKentuckyand the land surfacethey form. Currentstudy area is
highlighted
in yellow.(AfterHesset al.,1989)

be the Pennyroyal
Plateau.In this area devoidof surfacestreams,the karstaquifer
receivesinternalrunoffthroughthousandsof sinkholes.Mostof thiswaterentersthe
upperSt. Louisor lowerSte.Genevieve
limestones.
Everything
above111+00is generallythe ChesterUpland.
1.2.2 SrfeHydrogeology
The mostcharacteristic
featureof karstterraneis the concentration
of waterflow
in underground
solutionconduits,which generallyform a subterranean,
dendritic
drainagepattern.In this classickarstterrane,subsurface
drainageflowsfrom numeroussinkholeinputsto a few majorsprings.
The beginnings
of thesekarstbasinsoccur
to the southwheresurfacedrainage(streams)flowsontothe SinkholePlain. Where
this surfacedrainagefirst encounters
the solublelimestonebedrock,the flow sinks
underground.
Fromtheseinputpoints,smallconduitsmergeinto largercavernous
passages
thatfeedthe majortrunksleadingto eachof the springs.Eachspringhasa
separateunderground
drainage
basin.Mostof the springsare locatedalongthe Green
River.To the northof the riverthe areais underlainby clasticrocks,so karsticdrainageis notpresent.
1.2.3BasicChemistryof LimestoneDissolutionand Formationof the Epikarstic
Zone
Dissolution
of bedrock(usuallylimestone
or dolomite)in karstareasresultsin a
terranelcharacterized
by bedrockpinnacles,closedtopographic
depressions,solution
cavities,caves,and sinkholes.
precipitation
In karstterranes,infiltrating
dissolvesthe
carbonatebedrock,causingthe top of rockto erodedownwardleavingbehinda soil
mantleof insolubleclayand silicaresiduefromthe rock.Karstterranein the AppalachianValleyand RidgeProvince
andthe InteriorPlateaus,
of whichCentralKentucky

I

'

Theentirelandscape
formedin solublerockareasis knownas a karstterrane.Thetermterraneis
usedratherthanterrarnto includesubsurface
featuresas wellas surfacefeatures.
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is a part,is characterized
by a coverof clayeysedimentoverlyinglimestoneor dolomite2.
As rainwater
fallsand percolates
throughthe soil it absorbscarbondioxide(CO2)
fromthe atmosphere
and evenmorefromthe soil,whichhas highCOzlevelsgeneratedby decayingorganicmatter.Thus,the rechargewaterbecomesa weaksolution
(CaCOs).
of carbonicacid,whichdissolves
limestone
Whenthisacidified
waterseeps
downthroughthe soiland reachesthe limestone,
it continues
movingdownward
under
pores,fractures,or beddingplanesin
the forceof gravitythroughany interconnected
the rock.As the weakcarbonicacidflowsdownward,
it dissolvesandwidensthe pores
or cracks('Joints")
throughwhichit flows.Most Paleozoiclimestones,
like those in
Kentucky,
haveverylittleporespace,so almostall waterflow is throughfracturesand
joints.
Mostnear-surface
rocksare markedby a dense,criss-crossing
networkof joints.
Theseubiquitous
cracksare widenedby solution,but the majoritydo not penetrateto
any significant
depth,breachingno morethana few layersof rock--only
a few tensof
feet.Whenjointshave beenwidenedby solution,they can transmitwater readily.
However,becauseof the limitedverticalextentof mostjoints,the watercannotcontinueto movedownward.Solutionally
widenedfracturesor jointsare calledkarren.
Solutionwidenedchannelscan rangein sizefrom minorseamsto largecavernous
openingsat depth.Alongthe irregular
pinnacles
rocksurface,undissolved
of rockalternatewith deep, usuallyclay-filled,solution-widened
fracturescommonlytermed
cutters.Withinthe residualsoil mantletheremay be as yet undissolved
piecesof the
bedrockcalledfloaters.
Jointsand fracturesvary in character.Masterjointsare thosemore prominent,
but lesscommon,crackswhichpenetrate
continuously
throughmanylayersof rock.
2limestone
and dolomiteare similarcarbonaterocks-compoundsof calcium,magnesium,and carbonate (CO3)-whichoftenoccur in interbeddedsequences.To simplify,only the term limestonewill be
used,but the discussionsof karstformationreferto both limestoneand dolomitesimilarly.
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Such masterjoints providethe pathwaysfor water to move downwardto greater
depths. The verticalpath createdwheretwo masterjoints intersectis a particularly
favorableavenuefor the downwardmovementof water.This linearzone dissolves
more rapidlythan the surrounding
areasbecauseit carriesmorewater. As it grows
piratingdrainagefrom the surlarger,it can transmitwaterin evergreaterquantities,
processresultsin a few greatlyenlarged
roundingrockmass. This self-accelerating
tubesor pipespenetrating
downthroughthe limestone
with littlerockdissolvedin between,exceptin the upperportionof the limestone.
Becausethe wateris mostacidicwhenit firstcomesin contactwiththe limestone,
the solutionprocessis mostrapidat the limestone
surfaceanddecreases
as the water
seepsdownwardinto the limestoneand the acidityis neutralized.Thus,the upper
zone of the limestoneis intenselyweatheredand dissolvedalongjointsand bedding
planes(the horizontalsurfacesbetweenrock layers),forminga three-dimensional
planarfeatures. This intenselyweathered,highlypermenetworkof interconnected
able zone is normallyconfinedto the upperfew tens of feet of the limestoneand is
calledtheepikarstic
zone(Williams,
1986)(Figure5). Becausethe flowof waterin the
epikarstzoneconcentrates
radiallytowardthe drainageshafts,the areassurrounding
the shaftsare most intenselydissolvedand preferentially
lowered,forminga depression in the limestone:
a solutionsinkhole.Solutionsinkholesare only visibleif the
limestone
is exposedat the groundsurface,withlittleor no soilcover.
1.2.4 The Formationof SubsrdenceSinkholes
Sinkholesform where drainagedown a sufficientlywide solutionopening(a shaft
or throaf)washes the soil mantle down into dissolvedcavitiesin the underlyingrock
(eithera single cave or a systemof smallersolutionchannels)- a processcommonly
referredto as soilpiping. In areas where the residualsoil mantle is clay-richand cohesive,a soil void may developabove the bedrockshaft or drain and it will collapse
upwardover time, initiallywith no surficialtopographicexpression.This incipientsinkhole is presentonly as an air-,water-,or mud-filledvoid in the soil which may erode
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upwardovertimeuntilthe groundsurfacecollapses(a covercollapsesinkhole,Figure
eroby slow,continuous
thiserosionprocessmayalsooccurgradually,
6A).However,
(a coversubsigroundsubsidence
by imperceptible
sionor plasticflow,accompanied
Figure68).
dencesinkhole,
Ten to a few hundredsof meters
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from
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residual
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by a thick,

maybe naturalor
of the groundsurface"collapse"
mechanism
Thefinaltriggering
increasedstatic and/ordynamicload to the weakenedsystem.
anthropogenic--an
Whenan unusualnaturalevent(heavyrainfallor drought)or culturalactivity(suchas
or drillingor
surfacewater runoff,excessivepumpingof groundwater,
concentrated
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tptr
construction
activity)impactsa sitewith existingwell-developed
karstconditions,
erosionof soilmaybe accelerated,
resulting
in a subsidence
andlora collapsefeatureat
the surface.
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Figure6. Development
(A)or by
of Subsidence
Sinkholes
by suddencollapse
gradualsubsidence
(B).
In some instances,
continuederosionof the surfacesedimentmay resultin a
broaddepressionin whichthe limestoneshaft is exposedin the bottom. The shaft
maybe open,leadingintoa cave,or it maybe sealedwithdebris.lf it is sealed,thisis
generally
a metastable
condition
and at sometimethe sealwill be breachedand the
processof erosionandsubsidence
willcontinue.
It is also possiblefor sinkholesto developwhen the rock roof of a cave in the
limestone
suddenly
collapses.Suchan eventis rare,but it canoccur.Wherecavernous openings
are presentbeneathan areaplannedfor humaninfrastructure,
it is criti-
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cal to delineatetheseareasso thatthe development
can be plannedto avoidany potentialcollapse.
Becauseof their propensity
for groundsubsidenceand occasionalcatastrophic
sinkholecollapse,
karstareasare of markedgeotechnical
concern.In addition,
due to
the tremendouslateralvariationsin subsurfaceconditions,
correlation
of information
betweenevencloselyspacedboringsis highlyspeculative
in karstterranes.
Thereare surfacekarstfeatureslocatedwithinthe rightof way of the proposed
new highwayalignmentor very close to it. Severalof these are maturesinkholes
wherethe limestoneis exposedin the center;the throatis filledwith mud and there
are no indications
of instability
of the sinkhole.Onefeature,to the westof the right-ofway near 106+30,is an openshaftapparently
leadingto a cave. The extentof that
caveis not knownandwas notwithinthe scopeof thiscontract.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
To TheTHEORYof the GEOPHYSICAL
INVESTIGATION
The scienceof geophysics
appliesthe principles
of physicsto the studyof the
Earth.Geophysical
investigation
techniquesused in engineering
involvethe measurementof the physicalproperties
of the shallowsubsurface
and the interpretation
of
geologicstructurebasedon the valuesof, and variationsin, those
the underlying
properties.
The purposeand benefitsof geophysics
nowherebetterthan
are illustrated
in karstterranes.
A geophysical
investigation,
althoughsubjectto ambiguities
or uncertainties
of inprovidesa relativelyrapidand cost-effective
terpretation,
meansof derivingareally
geology.Geophysical
distributed
information
on the subsurface
techniques
are capable of detectingand delineating
localfeaturesof potentialinterestthat couldnot be
discovered
by anyrealistic
drillingprogram.
Thegeophysical
techniques
commonlyappliedto detectionof karstfeaturesare:
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- detectvariationsin
o Electromagnetics
(EM) and ElectricalResistivity
subsurface
electricalproperties
relatedto anomalously
thickor wet soils(electricalconductivity
highs),voidsin the electrically
conductiveclay soil overburden (electricalconductivity
lows),clay-filledseamsor cavitieswithinbedrock
(electrical
conductivity
highs),or air-filledcavesin rock(extremelowsin electrical conductivity).
o NaturalPotential(NP) - detectsminute,naturallyoccurringelectrical
currentscommonlyassociatedwith concentrated
infiltration,
or other movement,of subsurface
water(oftencalledstreamingpotentials).
- detectsminutevariationsin the Earth'sgravity,whichin
o Microgravity
karst terranesare often due to subsurfacevoids or solutioncavitieswhere
"missing"
subsurface
massresultsin measurably
lowergravity.
o GroundPenetrating
Radar(GPR)- providesrapidresultsand is effective in many settings,exceptin thick clay. Radarwavesare radiatedintothe
groundas an antennais towedacrossthe groundsurfacewhilesimultaneously
recordingthe reflectionsfrom subsurfacefeatures. The resultingtwodimensional
cross-sections
can be interpreted
to predictwheresinkholesmay
develop,to mapthe top of bedrock,or to locatemanmadefeaturessuchas undergroundstoragetanksor graves,amongothertasks.GPR has been used
extensively
for geotechnical
investigations
of karstin Florida,in areaswherethe
surficialsediments
are sandy.Clayeysedimentshavea highelectricalconductivityandattenuate
the radarsignalafteronlyoneor two metersof penetration.
o SeismicMethods- can provideprofilesof the top-of-rockwhich may
displayconicaldepressions
of the type associated
with subsidence
sinkholes,
or deep troughsor cutterswhich may representsinkhole-prone
lineaments.
Someseismicmethodsmay alsobe ableto detectlow velocityzonesor areas
of softsediment
In all geophysicalstudies the interpretationis only as good as the data, and
therefore,it is necessaryto acquire applicableand sufficientdata. Applicabledata
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wereobtainedby usingtwo differentmeasurement
techniques,
whichrespondto vari(physicaland electrical).Sufficient
ous subsurface
characteristics
datawas achieved
by obtainingcloselyspacedmeasurements
alongeach surveyline,with surveylines
spacedto optimizethe lateralreliability.
The combination
of techniquesusedon this
site alloweda modicumof redundancyin the measurements
obtained.lf different
measurement
techniques
resultin a similarinterpretation,
in the
the levelof confidence
dataand its interpretation
is enhanced.
(ERT)METHOD
2.1 THEELECTRTCAL
REStSTtVtTy
TOMOGRAPHY
The electrical
resistivity
methodmeasures
to
the bulkresistance
of earthmaterials
the passageof electricity,
whichis a relatively
corsimpleprocess.Thismeasurement
relatesmost stronglywith the electricalpropertiesof the pore water,the amountof
porewater,andthe presenceof claymaterialsin the matrixof the rock.The resistivity
methodrecordsboth lateraland verticalchangesin subsurfaceresistivity. Natural
variationsin subsurfaceresistivity
may be causedby changesin soil or rocktypes,
changesin the thicknessof soil and rock layers,structuralfeatureslikefracturesor
cavities,and manyotherfactors.Compactsoilsor rock unitswill lackwatercontent
and havea resistivenature.Regionswherethe soilor rockis weathered
andfilledwith
waterwilltendto decreasethe measuredresistivity.
The resistivitymethodrequiresthat an electriccurrentbe introducedinto the
groundthrougha pair of electrodes.
The resultingvoltageproducedat the surfaceof
the groundis measuredacrossanotherpairof electrodes.
Whena currentis appliedto
geologicmaterial,a potentialfield is created.This potential
a bodyof homogeneous
fieldexistsonlyin the subsurface,
and not in the air,sinceair is an infiniteresistor.The
potentialfield has a sourceat one electrodeand a sink at the other. The measured
resistanceis the ratio of the measuredvoltageto the currentflowingthroughthe
ground.The apparenfresistivity
is computedas the measuredresistance
multiplied
by
a geometricfactorthat is determined
The
by the arrayand spacingof the electrodes.
= 3.28ohm-feet).
unitsof resistivity
are ohm-meters
or ohm-feet(1 ohm-meter
LaMoreaux& Associates
PELA Project654600

Resistivity
electrodes
are usuallyarrangedin a straightline usingone of several
arrays.The successful
application
of this techniquefor delineating
karstfeaturesdependson an understanding
of karstterranesandthe selectionof the appropriate
electrodearray(Zhou,Beck& Adams,2002).
The commonlyusedarraysare the Wennerarray,Schlumberger
array,and Dipole-dipole
array(Reynolds,
1997)(Figure7). Thesedifferentelectrodeconfigurations
haveparticularadvantages,
disadvantages
and sensitivities,
to eitherverticator horizontalchangein the subsurface
materials.Becauseof the three-dimensional
nature
of karstfeaturessuchas sinkholes,
cavities,anddepressions
in the bedrocksurface,it
is important
to havean arraythat is sensitiveto bothverticaland horizontal
changes.
The dipole-dipole
arrayproducesthe mostdetaileddata distribution
and is therefore
PELA'spreferredmethod.
V\ENNERARRAY

SCHLUMBERGER
ARRAY

DIPOLE-DIPOLEARRAY

atoSa

EKPIANATION
PE- potential
electrode
"a"snacino
a - electrode
@- voltmeter
- electrode
CE- cunentelectrodeQ - current
source A,M,N,B
locltions

Figure7. Graphicillustrationof a varietyof typicallyused electrodearrays. Modi1ed
from Reynolds,1997.
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plotforthe dipole-dipole
Figure8. Signalcontribution
configuration.
Darkblueareas
effectthe signalverylittle.Areasrangingfromredto greencontribute
mostof the
measured
signal.Theblackdot represents
the pseudo-depth
at whichthe measurementis plotted.Increased
depthpenetration
is obtained
by increasing
the inter-dipole
spacing.
A commonfactorin theseconfigurations
is a setof currentinputelectrodes
usually
labeledA and B and a set of voltagemeasurement
(potential)
electrodes
usuallylabeledM and N. The dipole-dipole
methodplacesthe A and B electrodes
to one side
witha fixedspacingbetweenthem. The M and N electrode
pair,withan equalspacingto thatof A and B, are placedco-linearly
a distanceequalto an integermultipleof
the spacingawayfromA and B. Figure8 aboveshowsthe basicdipole-dipole
electrodeconfiguration.
By increasing
the separation
betweenthe dipoles,moreof the injectedcurrentflowsto greaterdepths,as indicated
in Figure8. Becausethe totalrepathincreases,
sistancein the electrical
as electrode
spacingis increased,
morecurrentmustbe generated
to forcecurrentto flowthroughtheselongerpaths.Thus,the
maximumdistanceby whichthe dipolescan be separated
is in partdictatedby the
sizeof the generator
usedto producethe current.Becausecurrentflowsprimarily
near
the Earth'ssurfacefor smalldipolespacings,
valuesof apparentresistivity
for these
measurements
will be dominated
by the resistivity
characteristics
of the nearsurface.
lf the dipolesare spreadfartherapartand the apparentresistivity
remeasured,
these
measurements
will incorporate
information
from deeperstrata. Althoughthe measurementincludesthe characteristics
of all the stratathroughwhichthe electricfield
flows,mathematical
analysis
of thedatacanseparate
the characteristics
of thevarious
depths.
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2.2 THEMICROGRAVITY
METHOD
Microgravity
measurements
are sensitiveto the subsurfacemass beneaththe
measuringpoint,and theyare mostsensitiveto the shallowest
materials.Therefore,
microgravity
can discriminate
betweenlocationsunderlainby denserockat shallow
depths,and thosewherethere is a void or cavityin the rock. However,a greater
thickness
of lessdensesediments,
suchas the soiloverlying
willalsobe
the bedrock,
detectedas a gravitylow. Microgravity
measuresone datapointat eachstationwhich
sums all the subsurface
variationsthat may be occurring.Therefore,it is difficultto
obtaina uniqueinterpretation
of the data.
Microgravity
datain engineering
mustbe collected
andenvironmental
applications
in a grid or alonga profilewith stationsspacedlessthan 5 metersapart.The measuredmicrogravity
at any givenlocationwill generallybe influenced
by the densityof
the materialbeneaththe location,
the elevation
of the ground,the topography
around
point,andthe latitude.
the measuring
In orderto relategravitydatato subsurface
density,the otherfactorsmustbe accounted
for. Measuredmicrogravity
datais processed
to removethe otherpredictable
components
fieldof the earth.The
of the gravitational
processed
gravityanomalies,
dataareknownas Bouguerresidual
measured
in pGal.
generallybetween9.78and 9.83metersper
The Earth'sgravityis an acceleration
secondper second.Theseunitsare too largefor moredetailedmeasurements,
so the
gal (1 cm/s2),milligal(1 mm/s2)and microgal(pm/s2)
are used.Regionalgravitysurveysusethe milligal(mgal)as the unitof measurement
whilelocal,microgravity
surveysare conducted
(pgal).The Earth'sgravityis about983,000,000
in microgals
microgals;microgravity
surveysgenerallymap anomaliesof between5 and 200 microgals.By veryprecisemeasurement
of gravityand by carefulcorrection
for variationsin
the largercomponentdue to the wholeearth,a gravitysurveycan detectnaturalor
man-made
voids,variations
in the depthto bedrock,and geologicstructures
of engineeringinterest.
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Gravity measurementsare based upon Newton'sLaw of gravitationwhich state
that two masses M1 and M2, a,taattractedto each other by a force (Fg),which varies
on the squareof the distance(r) betweenthem:

Fr=r(ry)
The constant(G) is the universal
gravitational
constant:

G - 6.670x 1ot

*
dynes* cm'
= 6.670xl0-r1* y'
g'
kg'

From this,the accelerationof gravity(a) is.

y)
"=o(
\r' )
Forengineering
and environmental
applications,
the scaleof the problemis generallysmall(targetsare oftenbetween1-10m in size).Therefore,
gravity
conventional
measurements,
suchas thosemadein petroleum
exploration,
are inadequate.
Station
spacingsare typicallyin the rangeof 1-10m. Evena newname,microgravity,
was inventedto describethe work becauseit requiresa resolutionof a microgal(pGal=
0.001mGalsor one partper billionof the Earth'sgravity).Microgravity
requirespreservingall of the precisionpossiblein the measurements
and analysisso that small
objectscan be detected.
The distribution
of Bouguercorrectedgravitycan identifylocationson the earth's
surfacethat haverelatively
higheror lowergravitycausedby lateralvariationsin subsurfacedensity.Microgravity
has beenusedextensively
to locatebedrockcavesfrom
the groundsurface.The lowerdensityof the air,water,or mudwithina cavecompared
to the surrounding
solidcarbonate
rockresultsin a low-gravity
anomalyoverthe cave.
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In limestoneareas,depthto bedrockis oftenvery irregularwith limestonepinnacles
that protrudeupwardand cuttersthat extenddownward.Cuttersare V-shaped,soilfilledcrevicesformedby solutionof the limestone
downto the
by wateras it percolates
karstaquifer. Soil voidsmay form as the regolith(overburden)
is erodeddownward
intosolutionally-enlarged
voidsin the bedrock.Forthesereasons,
a low-gravity
anomaly may indicatea bedrockcave,a void in the overburden,
or a locationwherethe
greater,amongotherpossibleexplanations.
depthto bedrockis significantly
Gravity
dataalonecannotdifferentiate
betweena shallowand deepcauseof the anomaly,althoughcarefulmodelingcanhelpto refinethe interpretation.
As explainedabove,gravityvariationson the Earth'ssurfaceare due to many
factors. Gravimeters
do not give directmeasurements
of gravity. Rather,a meter
readingis takenwhichis then multiplied
factorto proby an instrumental
calibration
ducea valueof observedgravity(goor).In orderto isolatethe effectsof smalldifferences in subsurfacedensity,it is necessaryto correctgravitymeasurements
to a
commondatum,suchas sea level(thegeoid).Mostappliedcorrections
include:elevationeffects(freeair correction),
extramasseffects(Bouguerinfiniteslab;fullterrain
(usingthe international
gravityformula),and tide and
correction),
latitudecorrection
driftcorrection(by reoccupying
a basestationor with a computerprogramto predict
thetides).
The free-aircorrectionmakesallowances
for the reductionin the magnitudeof
gravitywith heightabovethe geoid,irrespective
of the massof the rockbelow. The
free-aircorrectionis the differencebetweengravitymeasuredat sea leveland at the
stationelevationwith no rockin between.A valueof 0.3086mGal/mis acceptedfor
mostengineering
applications
and is positive(addedto observedgravityvalue)above
sea leveland negativebelow.
lrn= 0.3086hmGal
whereh is the heightin metersabovesea level(geoid)
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The Bouguercorrectionaccountsfor the attraction
of the rockmaterialbetween
sea leveland the elevationof the station. Whereasthe free-aircorrectioncompensatesfor the reductionin that partof gravitydue onlyto the increaseddistancefrom
the centerof the Earth,the Bouguercorrectionis usedto accountfor the rock mass
pointandsea level(geoid).lt is basedon the assumption
betweenthe measuring
that
(parallelto the geoid)and at this elethe surfaceof the Earthis everywhere
horizontal
vationabovesea level. Thiscorrection
is subtracted
sincethe materialbetweensea
levelandthe stationlevelis beingremoved.
mGal
9a = -0.04193nh
wherep is the densityof the slabin gm/cm3andh is the elevationdifference
in
pointandsea level(geoid)
metersbetweenthe observation
The latitudecorrectionis necessary
becauseEarthis not a perfectspherebut is
flattenedat the polesdueto centrifugal
forces(anellipsoid).Thus,the pullof gravityis
greaterat the polesbecausetheyare closerto the centerof Earththanelsewhereon
Earth'ssurface.Thiscorrection
gravityformula(lGF),
is doneusingthe international
whichdescribes
thevariation
in gravityat sealevel.
Theterraincorrectionaccountsfor the gravitational
attraction
of all nearbymaterial higherthan the gravitystationand also removesthe effectof missingmaterialin
any low areasnearthe station,so as to reconstruct
in
the infiniteslab hypothesized
makingthe Bouguercorrection.
The elevations
for all stationsneedto be established
to an accuracyof at leastt0.3 cm. A firmlyfixedstakeor markshouldbe usedto allow the gravitymeteroperatorto reoccupythe exactstationwherethe elevationwas
measured.Highstationdensities
are oftenrequired.
lt is not unusualfor stationintervalsof 1-3m to be required
to mapanomalous
masseswhosemaximumdimension
is
10 m. Becausethe numberof stationsin a gridgoesup as the squareof the number
profilesareoftenused (ratherthana grid)if the
of stationson oneside,perpendicular
trendof the longestdimension
of the targetbodycan be established
beforethe survey
begins.
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Afterelevationand positionsurveying,
actualmeasurement
of gravityis oftenaccomplished
by one personin areaswheresoloworkis allowed.Becauseof short-term
variationsin gravimeterreadingscausedby lessthan perfectelasticityof the moving
partsof the suspension,
by uncompensated
environmental
effects,and by the human
operator,it is necessary
to improvethe precision
of the stationreadingsby repetition.
3.0 ELECTRICAL
RESISTIVITY
MEASUREMENT
and INTERPRETATION
The ERTfieldsurveywas conductedbetweenJanuary21 and February2, 2003.
Table1 liststhe coordinates
of all the transects.By the collection
of multipleresistivity
data pointsat variouslocationsin a lineararray,that are representative
of various
(2D) geo-electric
depths,a two-dimensional
interpretation
of the site can be made.
The objectivewas to identifychangesin subsurface
electricalresistivities
that can be
usedto inferchangesin soil and rockconditions
beneaththe site.ln particular,
the
objectivesincludedassessingtop-of-rockelevation,and identifyingany lateral
changesin soil and rockconditions
that couldindicatethe presenceof karstfeatures,
suchas highlyweathered
zonesandpossible
solution-widened
fractures
or largecavitieswithinthe bedrock.
3.1EQUIPMENT
Resistivity
measurements
were collectedwith an AGI StingR1 EarthResistivity
Meterin conjunction
withthe Swiftautomaticmulti-electrode
switchingsystem(Figure
9). The resistivity
equipment
is composedof threeprimarycomponents:
1) the Sting
R1 resistivity
meterwithdatastoragecapabilitV;
2) the Swiftautomaticmulti-electrode
switchingsystem,whichis an accessoryfor the Sting;and 3) the Sting/Swift
cables
which containfixed cylindricalstainlesssteel switchesthat attachto stainlesssteel
electrodes
thatare inserted(hammered)
intothe ground.A totalof 56 electrodes,
brokenintoeightsegments
of 7 electrodes,
wereusedduringdataacquisition.
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Figure9. Fieldsetupof the Sting/Swift
multi-electrode
system.Numbersreferto
in text.
discussion
3.2 FIELDPROCEDURE
The basic arruyutilizedthe entire56 electrodes;spaced10 feet apartfor a total
programwithinthe
transectlengthof 550 feet on the surface. The computerized
Sting/Swiftsystemselectsvariouscombinationsof two currentelectrodesand two
measurement
electrodes,
array,to collecta suiteof rearrangedin the dipole-dipole
sistivitymeasurements
continuously
alongthe transect,and also at variousdipole
separations
to obtaindatarepresentative
of variousdepths.For lineslongerthan 550
feet (56 electrodes),
a roll-alongtechniquewas usedto generatea continuousgeoelectricalprofile.Whenthe instrument
has completed
that portionof the measurements
to
usingthe first fourteenelectrodes,
thoseelectrodesare removedand reconnected
the far end of the line,increasing
the lengthto 690 feet;this can be repeatedfor the
secondfourteenelectrodes,ad infinitum.The depthof penetrationremainsas it was
possible.
forthe original56 electrodearray,but a transectof any lengthis theoretically
(Table1).
Varioustransectlengthswereuseddepending
on localsiteconditions
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The smallelectrodespacing(10feet)providesthe levelof detailnecessary
to locatenarrowfractures,
80 feet,whichwas
anda depthof investigation
of approximately
selectedto be sensitiveto potentiallocal caves.Althoughthe systemcan be programmedto useany electrodearray,the datawerecollectedin the dipole-dipole
array
Aftersetting
whichprovidesincreasedresolution
over otherelectrodeconfigurations.
up each56 electrodearrayand performing
testto insurethatall
the contactresistance
electrodesmade adequatecontactwith the ground,apparentresistivitydata were
automatically
recordedusingthe StinglSwift
fromthe
system. Dataweredownloaded
Stingresistivity
meterat the endof eachday.
3.3 ELECTRICAL
RESISTIVITY
DATAPROCESSING
The resistivityfield data compriseresistancemeasurements
betweenvarious
electrodes
and relatedarraygeometryinformation.
value,which
An apparenfresistivity
dependsonlyon the resistance
measurements
is calculated
and the arraygeometry,
by the instrument.Apparentresistivity
of all the
valuescombinethe characteristics
variousstratathroughwhichthe electriccurrentflows,thereforea true depthcannot
be determined
for the measurement.
A depthis assrgtned
as was shownin Figure8.
For this reason,the two-dimensional
displayof apparentresistivity
data is calleda
pseudosection.
However,
all the apparentresistivity
dataare thencombinedand inwith
verted(processed)
to yielda cross-section
showingthe variationof true resistivity
actualdepth.
The data were invertedwith RES2DINVsoftware,a commercially
availableprogram(Loke,2002).Priorto data inversion,
the raw datawerefirsteditedby removing
any negativeapparentresistivityvalues and data pointswith standarddeviations
greaterthan2%.Thesedatapointswereconsidered
noisyand unreliable.
Otherprogrammingstepsincludesettingup appropriate
horizontal
and verticalfilters,selecting
the inversionmethod,addingtopographicdata and then interpreting
the data.
RES2DINV
is an iterative
a two-dimensional
distribuimagingprogramthatestimates
tion of true resistivity
valuesthat producedthe apparentresistivity
valueswhichwere
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measured.For eachiteration,
a finitedifference
algorithmis usedto producea crosssectionof calculated
apparentresistivity
that wouldbe producedby the modeledtrue
resistivity
distribution.The programthen comparesthis modeledapparentresistivity
distribution
withthe measuredapparentresistivity
sectionand modifiesthe modeluntil
an acceptablematch betweenthe measuredand calculatedpseudosections
is
achieved.The differencebetweenthe measuredand calculatedpseudosections
is
quantified
(RMS)error. A lowRMSvalueindicates
as the Root-Mean-Square
a close
profileandthe datameasuredon site.
matchbetweenthe modeledgeological
Finaldata processing
involvesthe generationof color-coded
contoursectionsof
plottingprogram.ERT resistivity
the data usinga two-dimensional
modelsare presentedin cross-section
or 3-D modelblocks,withcenterline
distanceshownalongthe
horizontalaxis,depths,or elevationalongthe verticalaxis.The geoelectrical
model
represents
the electricalstratigraphy
of the subsurface.
The modeledresistivity
crosssectionsfor the siteare shownin AppendixA.
3.4 ELECTRICAL
RESISTIVITY
DATAINTERPRETATION
The resistivity
modelshavean averagemaximumdepthof approximately
80 feet.
A singlemeasurement
of apparentresistivity
a
at a givenelectrodespacingrepresents
weightedaverageof the resistivity
largevolume
and geometric
effectsovera relatively
of material,
withthe shallowportionscontributing
layerhas
mostheavily.lf the surficial
a veryhighresistivity,
a limitedamountof currentwillflowintothe ground,resulting
in
lowsignal-to-noise
ratiosfor deepermeasurements.
Eachelectricalprofilecan be thoughtof as a 2-dimensional
sliceof the threedimensional
subsurface
variationin electricalcharacteristics
of the site. Eachprofile
depictsboththe lateraland verticalextentsof varioussubsurface
features.By using
paralleltransects,
multiple,
the datacan be directlyprocessed
in two-dimensions
and
thencombined
to producethree-dimensional
blockmodelsof the subsurface.
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The spatialresolution
of the resistivity
modelsis dependentuponthe arraytype
and electrode
spacingused.Thethinnesthorizontal
inmodelblocksin the resistivity
versionhavewidthsequalto halfthe electrodespacing.Depending
on the resistivity
contrast,it is possibleto detecffeaturessmallerthanthis spacing,but not possibleto
resolvethemintoseparatefeatures.
The verticalresolutionis primarilydependenton the depthof the featureof interest,the resistivity
contrastandthe arraytype.A conservative
rule-of-thumb
is thatvertical resolution
equals30% of the depthof the feature. That is, at ten feet deepthe
techniquecan resolvea separatelayerat leastthreefeetthick.lt is possibleto detect
layersthat are thinnerthan 30o/o
of the depth,but unlikelyto reso/vethem intosepa"d"will
ratelayers.As a generalguideline,
an isolated,
spherical
objectwitha diameter
be detectable
to a depthof "2d",assuminga sufficientresistivity
contrastexistswith
geology(personal
the surrounding
communication
withLoke,2004).
Thethickness
andwidthof the modelblocksincrease
withdepth.The modelblock
thicknessrangesfrom5 feetthickin the shallowest
15feetthick
layerto approximately
in the deepestlayer.Thewidthsof the blocksrangefrom5 feet in the shallowest
layer
to over 80 feet in the deepestlayer.Therefore,becauseof the largersamplingvolumesat depththereis reducedresolution.
It is well knownthat surfacetopography
effecton the resiscan havea significant
(Tsourles
tivitymeasurements
ef al. 1999).Foraccurateinterpretation,
the effectof the
topographymustbe accountedfor. One commonmethodis the "topographic
corrections"methodwherethe apparentresistivity
valuesfor a homogeneous
earthmodel
with the observedtopography
is calculated.
The ratioof the true resistivity
to the calculatedapparentresistivity
valuesfor the homogenous
with
modelis then multiplied
the measuredapparentresistivity
values(Foxet al. 1980).In theory,this methodis
exactif the subsurface
belowthe surveylineis also homogeneous.
Sincethe actual
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subsurfacegeologyis always inhomogeneous,
the calculatedcorrectionfactorsare
best approximate.

profilestypicallyshowedan irregularsurfaceat the contactbetween
Resistivity
low and highresistivity
materials(theclayoverburden
and the limestonebedrock,respectively).Subsurfaceanomaliesof high and low resistivitywere also observed
withineach layer. The 2D-ERTdata depictsfeatureswithinthe overburden
and the
bedrock,mappingvariationsin thicknessand changesin the electricalproperties.
(lessthan
Overburden
anomaliesrangein character
fromvery-lowresistivity
bullseyes
50 ohm-m)to lensesof highresistivity
(greater
than800ohm-m),witha nominalbackgroundlevelrangingfrom 100to 500 ohm-m.The low-resistivity
zonesare generally
interpreted
to be clayeyintervals,thoughthe presenceof an electrically
conductive
porefluidcannotbe ruledout.High-resistivity
withinthe overburden
anomalies
are interpretedas eitherresidualblocksof weatheredrockor coarser-grained
(lessclayey)
intervals.
Thetop of bedrockwas indicated
on the profilesat the transitionbetweenthe
low resistivity
clay soilsand the high resistivity
limestone.The resistivity
of the clay
soilswas typicallylessthan 500 ohm-m. The resistivity
of the bedrockwas typically
greaterthan2000ohm-m. The interpreted
epikarstic
zoneis between500 and 2000
profilesindicatethatthe top of bedrockis very irregularat the
ohm-m. The resistivity
site.
3.5 ERTRESULTS
profileswere createdthroughthe inversionprocessdiscussedpreviResistivity
ously. The profilesillustrate
trendsin resistivity
that maybe interpreted
to represent
a
distribution
geoelectric
of subsurface
materials
or lithologies.The identified
boundaries separatinglayersof differentresistivities
may or may not coincideexactlyand
continuously
with boundariesseparatinglayersof differentlithologiccomposition.
Thesedifferences
presentation
may resultfromthe gradational
of the electrical
stratigraphy. Therefore,
the electricalstratigraphy
can varyfrom the geologicstratigraphy,
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and caution should be exercisedwhen reviewingand interpretingthe resistivityprofiles.

this ERTdata:
weremadewheninterpreting
Twogeneralassumptions
1 . The contactbetweenthe limestoneand overburdenis laterallycontinuous,
and
2 . The contactis sharp.
graphsare shownin AppendixA. Commentson the transectby
The interpreted
one
are givenin Table1. In the absenceof karstconditions,
transectinterpretations
low resistivity
wouldexpecta horizontal,
surfacelayerof generallyconstantthickness,
bedrocklayer.However,in this
corresponding
to soil,underlainby a higherresistivity
patternsindicative
of the irkarstareathe ERT transectsshowanomalousresistivity
geology.
regularnatureof the subsurface
80 feet.
The resistivity
modelshavean averagemaximumdepthof approximately
and the bedrock,
The 2D-ERTdataoutlinesirregular
featureswithinthe overburden
properties.
Overburden
mappingvariations
in thickness
and changesin the electrical
(lessthan 50 ohm-m)to
bull's-eyes
anomaliesrangein characterfrom low resistivity
level
(greaterthan 200 ohm-m),with a nominalbackground
fensesof high resistivity
to be primarily
zonesare interpreted
rangingfrom80 to 120ohm-m.The low-resistivity
porefluidcannotbe
conductive
clayeyintervals,
thoughthe presenceof an electrically
as either
ruledout. High-resistivity
anomalieswithinthe overburdenare interpreted
(lessclayey)intervals.
floatingblocksof intenselyweatheredrockor coarser-grained
Two levelsare interpreted
withinthe bedrock:the top of the epikarst,or weathered,
(unweathered)
zone,andthe top of competent
bedrock. The top of the epikarstlayer
is interpreted
to occurat the 2400ohm-minterval.The bedrocksurfaceis interpreted
above
valuesrise consistently
to occurat that contourintervalwherethe resistivity
5000ohm-m.
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Table{. Line by line description of karst featuresalong the plannedexpansionofKY route {0{. Featuresnoted are those of
specific concern to stability of the road. They are described based only on the data from one line.
Llne
No.

Start
Point

End

Point

Feature Feature
End
StartPoint
Point

Lengthof
Feature

1
2

62+10
62+10
62+10

64+39
64+80
64+80

63+00
63+80
63+35

63+25
64+15
63+65

25 feet
35 feet
30 feet

3
3

62+10
62+10

64+39
64+39

62+75
63+95

63+80
64+25

30 feet

4
4

95+00

95+00

104+65
104+65

95+25
97+60

95+75
gg+15

50 feet
55 feet

4
4
4
5

95+00
95+00
95+00
94+40

104+65
104+65
104+65
101+40

98+90

99+50

60 feet

100+50

101+50

10 1+ 7 0

1Q2+20

95+30

96+70

100feet
50 feet
140feet

5

10 1+ 5 0

11g+40

101+50

102+7O

120 feet

5

101+50

115+40

106+80

107+15 35 feet

5

101+50

115+40

112+50

113+70

120feet

6
6

94+30
94+39

101+2O
101+2O

96+20

96+50
99+50

40 feet

1

9 9 + 10

105 feet

30 feet

Commentsand Interpretation
A bowl shapeddepressionor trouqh n the bedrocksurface:a cutter.
A bowl shapeddepressionor trouoh n the bedrocksurface:a cutter.
Wide, deeply-weatheredzone to a depth of at least 80 feet. No
materialwith resistivityin the rock ranqe.
A broad depressionin the bedrocksurface.
A bowl shaped depressionor trouoh in the bedrocksurface:a cutter.
A bowl shaoed depressionor trouqh in the bedrocksurface:a cutter.
A solution-widened
fracturein the bedrock,infilledwith clayey
overburden.
A bowl shaped depressionor trouqh in the bedrocksurface:a cutter.
A broad,bowl shapeddepressionor troughin the bedrocksurface.
A bowl shaped depressionor trouqh in the bedrocksurface:a cutter

Lowresistivity
material(rangeof clay)at depth,beneathcontinuous
(rockrange)material.A depression
in the limestone
highresistivity
surfacecenteredbetween96+30
9$+70. Interpreted
as a clay"n6
filledcave.
Wide, clay-filledzone to a depth of at least 80 feet. No materialwith
resistivitvin the rock ranoe.

Narrow,deep(50'+; shaftor clay-filled
fracturewhichappearsto
withan openkarsticshaftto thewestof the line. Thishasa
correlate
qreatprobabilitv
of posinqsionificant
riskto the road.
(rockrange)underlain
Thin,near-surface
layerof highresistivity
by
material.Thisareacorrelates
an elliptical
zoneof lowresistivity
with
andmaybe indicative
of futuresubsidence.
lt
a surfacedepression
maybe a shallow,clay-filled
solutionfeaturebeneathsandstone
caprock.
Minordepression
or trouqhin limestone
surface:minorcutter.
lsolatedzoneof highresistivity
materialat surface.Interpreted
as
rockfloaternearor at surfaceunderlainby clay,or possiblya rock
pinnacle.
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6
6

102+50
102+50

116+40
116+40

105+00
106+25

105+65
106+55

65 feet
30 feet

A bowlshapeddepression
or trouohin the bedrocksurface:a cutter.
Narrow,deep(50'+1shaftor clay-filled
fracturewhichappearsto
correlatewithan openkarsticshaftto the westof the line. Thishas a
greatprobabilitv
of posinqsiqnificant
riskto the road.

6

102+50

116+40

107+05

107+70

65 feet

Low resistivitymaterial(rangeof clay) at depth, beneathcontinuous
high resistivity(rock range)material.Interpretedas possiblya clayfilledsolutionfeature.

7

117+30

121+30

7

117+30

121+30

119+10

118+45

35 feet

Extremelylow resistivitypotentiallyindicativeof a saturatedzone or
very clavevinterval.mav also representa conductivebodv in the fill

7

117+30

121+30

118+80

118+95

15feet

7

117+30

121+30

119+25

119+60

35 feet

8

11 7+ 6 5

121+65

8

117+65

121+65

118+20

119+20

100 feet

I
I

117+65

121+65

119+35

120+35

100feet

117++0

121+40

I

11 7+ 4 0
11 7+ 4 0

potentially
Extremelylow resistivity
indicative
of a saturatedzoneor
veryclavevinterval,
mavalsorepresent
a conductive
bodvin thefill.
Extremelylow resistivity
areaunderlying
an areathatmayhave
bedrocknearthe surface.
Appearsthatbeyond118+15of thistransectcompetent
bedrockis
morethan50 feet belowqroundsurface.
Verylow resistivity
anomalythat is broadnearerto the surfaceand
thenas it deepensbecomesmorelikea shaft.Thisareais withina
in the surfacethatwas reported
depression
to be a filledin sinkhole
bv the ownerTexieCollev.
Vervsimilarto aboveexceptthereis no surfaceexoression.
Appearsthatthroughout
the lengthof thistransectcompetent
bedrockis morethan50 feet belowqroundsurface.

121+4O
121+40

119+20
119+00

118+75
119+30

55 feet
30 feet

9

11 7+ 4 0

121+40

119+50

120+20

70 feet

I

Appearsthatthroughout
the lengthof thistransectcompetent
bedrockis morethan50 feetbelowqroundsurface.

Verv low resistivitvpocket.

Extremely
lowresistivity
areaunderlying
an areathatmayhave
bedrocknearthe surface.
Extremely
lowresistivity
areaunderlying
an areathatmayhave
bedrocknearthe surface.

A bowlor cup shapedanomalyis one in whichdissolution
of the limestone
surfacehasprodueeda depression
whichwasfilled
with a less resistiveclayeysoil. Theseareasare not thoughtto representa greatriskfor suddencatastrophiccollapsebut may
gradualsubsidence.
represent
areasof persistent
Theshaftanomalies
arebestdescribed
asa shaftof unconsolidated
fillinga frac{urein thebedrock.Theseareasarea
sediment
substantial
hazardastheylackanysupportinthemiddleofthefeatureandassucharepossibly
unstable
andsubjectto collapse.
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In the absenceof karstconditions,
one wouldexpecta horizontal,
low resistivity
surfacelayerof generallyconstantthickness,
corresponding
to soil, underlainby a
higherresistivity
bedrocklayer.However,in this karst areathe ERT transectsshow
patternsindicative
anomalous
resistivity
geolof the irregularnatureof the subsurface
ogy (followon Figure1). The ERT transectsfrom the lowerpasturearea (62+10to
64+80)showa northeast-southwest
trendingelectricalanomaly,whichappearsas a
localizeddrop in the interpreted
bedrocksurfacethat becomesbroaderto the west of
("1"on Figure1). Thismayindicate
the centerline
the presence
of a clayfilleddepressionin the limestone.
The ERT transectsfrom the lower hillsidearea (94+50to 100+60)show two
northwest-southeast
trendingelectrical
anomalies
in the epikarsticzone,interpreted
as
cutters(seeTable1) one of whichone seemsto correspond
with an existingsurface
feature(labeled"2" on Figure1). In addition,
two independent
featurescan be seen
on the transecteastof the centerline,
but theyare interpreted
to be partof a broader
linearchannelthatnarrowsto the northwest
("3"on Figure1). Thesefeaturesmayinjointorientation
dicatea preferred
thathasindividual
clayfilledsolutionfeaturesin the
limestone(cutters).
The top of competent
rockin this areavariesfroma low of 80 feet
belowgroundsurface(approximately
530 feet elevation)
to a highat the groundsurface (approximately
650 feet elevation).The low bedrockareas correspondto the
featureslocatedin the epikarstzone. The trendof possiblevoidsand solutionfeaturessuggeststhat they mayfollowsimilarfracturesystemsthat controlthe developmentof areacaves.
The ERTtransects
fromthe upperhillsidearea(101+60to 116+00)onlyshow
karsticfeaturesbetween101+$Q
sn6 107+10due to the changein bedrockfrom a
limestone
to sandstone,
whichcan be interpreted
fromthe resistivity
data. In the area
between101+60and 107+10threedistinctelectrical
anomalies
are presentin the epikarsticzone.Thefirstanomalyappearsto be a broaddepression
("4"
on the centerline
on Figure1),the secondis a solutionally
enlargedfracturethattrendsNE-SWacross
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tptr
("2"on Figure1). Thethirdappearsto be a narrow,deep(50'+;shaftor
the centerline
clay-filled
fracturewhichcorresponds
withthe existingcaveto the westof the centerline("5"on Figure1). Depthto bedrockvariesfroma lowof 80 feet belowgroundsurface (approximately
575 feet elevation)to a high on the surface(approximately
760
feet elevation).
The low bedrockareascorrespond
to the featureslocatedin the epikarstzone. Between1A7+10
to 116+00the bedrocklithology
haschangedfromGirkin
Limestone
to the BigCliftysandstone
member,thereforean epikarstzoneis no longer
presentalthoughthereis stilla solutionfeaturefoundin the bedrock.lt is interpreted
to be a shallow,clay-filled
solutionfeaturebeneaththe sandstone
caprock("6"on Figure1).
The ERT transectsfrom the upper pasturearea on the sandstonecaprock
(117+SO
to 12t+00)havea different
character
thanthoseon the limestone.Moreover,
becausethe sandstone
caprockis underlain
by limestone,
it is affectedby bothkarstic
undermining
and gravitational
erosionrelatedto the edge of the escarpment.There
("4"on Figure1),
appearto be two broadkarstanomalies
thatspanall threetransects
as wellas oneanomalythatoriginates
on the centerlineandtrendsto the west. The
southernmost
anomalycorresponds
witha knownsinkholethat has beenfilledby the
owner,and appearsto be greaterthan50 feet in depthbasedon the resistivity.Bedrockwas onlydetectedon the southernend of the westerntransect,whereit underlies
the surfaceat shallowdepth.Forthe majority
(118+20to 12t+00)of thistransect,
and
all of the others,thereare no resistivities
indicative
of bedrockdetected. The surface
layerhas moderateresistivity
and appearsto correspond
to a sandysoil. Becauseof
the complexnatureof the geologicsettinghere,and the lackof any groundtruthborings,the interpretation
of the datais moretentative.
3.6 LIMITATIONS
In generalit may not be possibleto modela uniquesolutionfor a particularanomaly. The anomaliesidentifiedare based on the assumptionthat the overburdensoil
and the limestonehave distinctelectricalresistivityproperties.The interpretations
are
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subjective
dueto the followingrestrictions:
1. Limitations
inherentin electricalmethods.The measuredapparentresistivity
valuesare volume-averaged.
This is inherentto resistivity
methodsand tends
to obscuresmall-scaleirregularities
The data are
in the geologicinterfaces.
moregeneralized
at greaterdepths;
2. Non-uniqueness
of the modelingresults:lt is possiblefor differentgeological
just as in
modelsto producesimilarprofilesof calculated
apparentresistivity,
programs.
othergeophysical
modeling
3. Complexgeologyin karstterranes:Dueto the complexand irregularstructure
of residualcomponents
at the weatheredsoil/limestone
interface,the profile
may be interpreted
incorrectly.
lsolated,near-surface
areasof high resistivity
couldbe causedby air-filledcavities,concentrations
or
of residualsandstone,
limestone"floaters"
in the overburden.An apparentdepression
in the limestonesurfaceon the profilemay be causedby a clay-filledcutter,a narrow
clay-filled
fracture,or possiblya water-filled
cavity.An apparentpinnaclein the
modeledlimestone
surfacecouldactuallybe causedby the presenceof a small
air-filled
cavityin thesoil.
Becauseof these limitations,the interpretationof any apparentlysignificant
anomaly must be confirmed by in-situ boring data before costly actions are
taken basedon the geophysicsalone.
Metalguardrails
extendfrom station104+75to station116+00nearthe Edmonson-Warren
Countyline. Theseculturalfactorsare significant
sourcesof interference
for the resistivity
measurements.
Duringa measurement
cycle,the appliedcurrentcan
flow throughthesemetallicconductors,
resultingin readingsthat do not accurately
characterize
naturalgeologicconditions.In principle,
the ERTtransects
shouldbe as
far awayfromthesefeaturesas possible.Basedon our experience,
the dataquality
wouldbe affectedif interference
sourcesparallelto the transectare closerthan the
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depthof the investigation.
Consequently,
the completetransectlengthcouldnot be
coveredby the ERT investigation
in someareasnearthe guardrails,althoughevery
possibleeffortwas made.
4.0 MICROGRAVITY
MEASUREMENT
AND INTERPRETATION
The microgravity
fieldsurveywas conductedbetweenFebruary3'dand February
21"',2003.Figure10 showsthe datapointsandtheirspatialdistribution.
The objective
of the microgravity
surveyworkperformed
alongthe proposednew highwayalignment
wasto mapkarstfeaturesin the limestone,
becausesolutioncavitiesandchannelsare
potentialareasweresinkholesubsidence
mayoccur.
A microgravity
survey(alsoreferredto as a gravitysurvey)providesa measureof
changein the subsurface
density.Microgravity
has beenusedextensively
to investigatesubsurface
karstfeaturesin Kentuckyand elsewhere.The microgravity
surveyis
an exploration
methodthat investigates
densityanomaliessuch as cavitieswith 1m
resolution.
This is done by measuring
the distribution
of gravityat pGal sensitivity,
whereasthe sensitivity
is mGalin conventional
methods.
4.1 EQUIPMENT
The surveywas acquiredusinga ScintrexCG-3MAutogravMicrogravity
Meter.
Thegravimeter
was keptpoweredand levelthroughout
thefieldwork.
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4.2 FIELDPROCEDURE
gravitysurveyis so
Becausethe densityof data requiredfor a three-dimensional
great,it was not possibleto coverthe entirearea of interestwithinthe budgetof the
project.Afterconsultation
was located
withthe client,two gridswerecompleted.'One
in the fieldsin the lowerportionof the site areawherean existingsinkholehas been
patchedby DOTand a largesinkholeis presentnearbyin the field.A 300 by 300foot
gridwas established
on 20 footstationspacing,witha secondary100by 100foot grid
with 10 foot spacingin the centeroverthe knownsinkhole.This resultedin approximately370 pointsbeingcollectedoverthe area. The secondgridwas locatedat the
northernend of the area of interest,closerto the Edmonson-Warren
Countyline on
throughthe
the propertyof Ms. TexieColley,over a filledsinkholewhichpenetrated
sandstonecaprock.A 300 by 330 foot grid was used,with 20 foot stationspacing,
givinga goodcompromise
betweenresolution
and sitecoverage.This resultedin approximately
260 pointsbeingcollectedoverthe area.ttre meterwas setupoverthe
nail markingeach station.The meterheightwas recordedat each stationand referencedfromthe headof the nailto a pointon the gravitymeter.The stationnameand
meterheightwere recordedin the field notebook.The data were also electronically
storedin the meteranddownloaded
to a computeraftereachfieldday. Datawerenot
acquiredat someof the stationsdue to a snowstormthat buriedthe nail heads. A
withone loopof the surveybeingboundedby two occupacomplexloopingprocedure
tionsof the basestationwas usedduringthissurveybecauseof its largeaerialextent,
which requiredthe use of multiplebase stations. Base readingswere takenat the
startandendof eachday andat roughlyhourlyintervals
throughout
the day in orderto
establisha driftcurvefor thatparticular
day. Repeatreadingsweretakenat eachstareadIndividual
tion in rapidsuccession
to ensurerepeatability
of the measurements.
ingsweretakenoverthe periodof oneminute.
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rain modelmightproducet10 pgalof error.This estimatedoes not includeterrain
densityvariations.
Evenif known,suchvariations
aredifficultto applyas corrections.

Massivelimestone 2.4 - 2.7 glcm3
AirVoid

0.0 g/cm3

Debrisfilledvoid:

1.8g/cm3

Waterfilledvoid:

1.0g/cm3

Table2. Modeled
densities
materials.
of relevant
Oncethe basiclatitude,
free-air,Bouguerandterraincorrections
are made,an importantstep in the analysisremains:regional-residual
In most surveys,
separation.
and in particular
thoseengineering
in whichverysmallanomalies
applications
are of
greatestinterest,thereare gravityanomalytrendsof manysizes.The largeranomalies are generallyregionalvariations,
and the smallermagnitudelocalanomaliesof
interestwill be superimposed
on them.A simplemethodof separating
local,residual
anomalies
from regionalvariations
is to visuallysmooththe gravitycontourlinesor
profilesand subtractthis smoothedrepresentation
from the reduceddata. The remainderwillbe a residual
anomalyrepresentation.
Both gravitysurveyswere processedto produceresidualBouguergravitymaps
wherethe effectof drift,elevationand the influenceof topographyare removed.A
densityof 2.5 g/cm3was used for the limestonedensityfor the calculationof the
Bouguercorrection.
Complete
Bouguergravityanomalies
werecomputed
for a variety
of densities
between1.8and2.67g/cm3.Dueto the low reliefof the surveyarea,and
the relativelyuniformgeologybeneaththe surveypoints,the choiceof a densityis
nearlyarbitrary;differentdensitiesoffsetthe entiresurvey,but do not changethe
peak-to-trough
amplitudeof residualanomalies,or the anomalyshape.This was
LaMoreaux& Associates
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checkedby comparingthe magnitudeof variationacrossthe surveyusingdifferent
densities.
A planarsurfacewasfit to the dataas a regionaltrend. lt wasthenremovedfrom
thedatato provideBouguerresidual
values.Theplanarsurfacewasdefinedas:
RegionalPlaneRemoved= 816.463-0
.000225235(X)-0.
mGals;
0000822614(Y)
whereX andY arethe gridEastingand Northingcoordinates
in feetrespectively.
4.4 GRAVITYRESULTS
The interpretation
of a gravitysurveyis limitedby the fact that there is not a
uniquesolutionand by the assumption
(thatthe physical
homogeneity
of subsurface
properties
of everyelementof subsurface
volumehavethe samevalueregardless
of
its location).A distribution
of smallmassesat a shallowdepthcan producethe same
effectas a largemassat greaterdepth.Additional
dataon the densitycontrastor the
specificgeometry
is required
to resolvethe non-unique
solutions.Thisexternalcontrol
may be in the form of geologicplausibility,
drill-hole
information,
or measureddensities. In this investigation,
we have definedmicrogravity
anomaliesas those areas
havinglowerthanaveragemicrogravity
valueswithinthe site.
Figure11 showsboththe finalcorrectedgravitydistribution
andthe corresponding
anomalydistribution
for the lowerpasturearea.Thefigureclearlyshowsthatthereare
threelow gravityanomalies
morethan200pGallowerthanthe averagebackground,
whichcorrespond
to the blueand greenzoneson the figure.The mainfeaturein the
lowerpasturegrid is a northwest-southeast
trendinggravitylow to the west of the
(A on Figure11),thatbroadens
centerline
to the northandappearsto includetwo paraflelfeatures,
whichbothhavelocalized
minimaat approximately
41.5772degreesof
latitude.Thereis anotherareaof lowgravityat the southwestern
edgeof the site (B),
whichhasa valueof -276.55mGalsandmayextendfurtherto the south;it maybe an
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extensionof the largertrendat A. Thereis a third,smaller,low gravityanomaly(C)
nearthe centerof resistivity
Transect1, whichcorresponds
to the filledsinkhole.
Figure12 showsboththe finalcorrectedgravitydistribution
andthe corresponding
anomalydistribution
for the uppergridarea.The uppergridhas a similargravitypattern,althoughvastlydifferentquantitative
valuesassociated
withthe variationof density. The modeleddatadepictsa seriesof alternating
highand lowgravityzonesin a
generally
north-south
orientation,
thoughtto be a regionallineament
similarto thosein
the lowerpasture.The figureclearlyshowsthatthereare somelowgravityanomalies
up to 250pGallowerthanthe normalbackground,
whichcorrespond
to blueandgreen
zones,as wellas someanomalies
(red
200 pGalhigherthanthe normalbackground
zones).
Theselowgravityanomalies
couldbe regarded
as low-density
anomalies,
or mass
deficiencies.
lt is reasonable
to hypothesize
thatlowgravityanomalies
andcontinuous
jointsand linealow gravitytrendsin thisterrainmaycorrespond
to highlyweathered
ments,largecavitynetworksor a combination
thereof.lt is also importantto notethat
the sinkholeadjacentto the Collieresidence
in the uppergrid,whichhas beenfilled
withconstruction
debris,fill,and miscellaneous
items,may not represent
a significant
densitycontrast
to the surrounding
limestone.
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5.0 INTEGRATION
OF DATA
Sinceno singlemethodof measurement
will uniquelydefinesubsurface
conditions,
the combination
of measurements
and integrated
sourcesof dataoffersa significantly
improvedcapability
to assesssubsurface
conditions
and reducethe uncertainty
of the
processedand analyzed,
conceptual
model.Afterthe data setswere individually
the
resultswereintegrated
intoa comprehensive
modelof sitegeologiccondiconceptual
tions.Eachset of datais firstinterpreted
is refined
on its own.Then,the interpretation
by combiningindividual
datasets. The firststepin this processwas to integrateindividuallinesof resistivity
intowire meshsurfaceplotsto depictthe pseudo3-D interrelationships
of featureson site. Thefiguresin AppendixB showsurfaceplotsof the top
of competentrockand alsothe top of the epikarstlayeras interpreted
from resistivity
contours3.Withthis addedstep,the interpretation
becomescleareras somefeatures
on the different
linescan be seento alignthemselves
in an orientation
or a shape. In
it is noweasierto assigna geologicdescription
addition,
to the featureas it maybe a
bedrockfeatureversusan epikarstfeatureor may showa fracturealignmentas comparedto beingan isolateddepression
or shaft.A goodexampleof featuresthat are
afignedis between106+00and 107+20on Transects5 and 6. Whereon the independentresistivity
profilesthesewereindividual
shafts,whencombinedand plottedon
a surfaceplot,a trendcan be seen,and thesecan be interpreted
as a solutionwidenedjointor othersimilarfracturecontrolled
karstfeature.
When measurements
by differentmethodssupportsimilarinterpretations,
the interpretations
will havea higherlevelof confidence.One instancewherethe integration
of the microgravity
dataandthe ERTdataprovidedcorroboration
was between63+00
and 63+50on the centerline.The anomalyis locatedin an areawherea previously
repairedsinkholewas located.On the resistivity
transectthisanomalyhad a rounded
depression
of low resistivity
infillwithinthe surrounding
high resistivity
area. On the
t Pleasenotethatbecausethisis a surfaceplot,
featuressuchas clay-filled
solutioncavisubsurface
ties,cannotbe shown.Therefore,
for a completeinterpretation
of the resistivity
data,the individual
transectcross-sections
andTable1 shouldbe consulted.
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plotsthe areawas lowerthan background
interpreted
microgravity
valuesand as such
couldrepresent
a weathered
zoneon the top of rockor a depression
in the top of rock.
Dueto the magnitude
of the massdeficiency
values,it is not inand the low resistivity
terpretedto be an airfilledvoidspace.
However,it mustbe notedthatthe differentmethodsrespondto differentcharacteristics whichmay not both be presentin one feature. For instance,clay and limestone
havea very highresistivity
contrast.However,denseclayand limestonehaveonlya
moderategravitycontrast.Therefore,clay-filledfeaturesmay be detectedon the resistivitytransectsand may not be significant
on the gravitydata. On the otherhand,
air-filledcavitieshavean abnormally
highresistivity
low gravand alsoan abnormally
ity. Therefore,
suchfeaturesshouldbe detectedby bothtechniques.lt wouldappear
from the literatureand from this research,that microgravity
data is most usefulfor
mappinglarge,air-filledcaveswheretheyare alreadyknown,or suspected,
to exist.
6.0 ENGINEERING
HAZARDSRELATEDTO SINKHOLES
ANDTHEIRPOTENTIAL
IMPACTON THEPROPOSED
ROADALIGNMENT
Karstfeaturesare prevalentthroughoutWarrenand EdmonsonCounties,Kentucky.
Althoughkarstfeaturespresentchallenges
for development,
theydo not precludedevelopment.
Varioustypes of sinkholespresentvariousengineering
hazards,some
moreseriousanddifficultto dealwiththanothers.
Figure1 is a generalinterpretation
of the majorresistivity
anomaliesin the site area.
However,it is generalized
and shouldnot be usedfor specificengineering
remediation. For specific,detailedinterpretation
it is necessaryto use the
of site conditions,
individual
resistivity
transects(Appendix
A). As explainedin the sectionon interpretation,eventhe specificresistivity
transectsshouldnot be regardedas an "x-ray"of the
ground,but as usefulguidancewhichwill helpidentifythe majorityof the problemareas on the site.
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6.1 EngineeringHazardsCausedby SolutionSinkholesand Their Potential
lmpacton the proposedroadalignment
problem.Thesolutionprocessis
Solution
sinkholes
are notgenerally
a foundation
imperceptibly
slow,and changeis negligible
in a human'stimeframe. Solutionsinkholes,however,are drainageconduitsintothe subsurface,
and this functionengenproducedin the vicinitymay drain
derstwo serioushazards.First,any contamination
intothe sinkholeand then contaminate
the groundwater. Becauseof the openconduit flow that is prevalentin karstaquifers,contamination
may movegreatdistances
very rapidlywith littleopportunity
for naturalprocesses
to degradethe contamination.
Second,becausesolutionsinkholesare generallydrainedby cavernousconduits
havinga limitedcarryingcapacity,heavyprecipitation
eventsmayexceedthiscarrying
capacityand produceflooding. Further,unexpected
changesmay occurwithinthe
conduits,suchas rockfalls,
suddenlyreducingthe carryingcapacityand causingmore
severeflooding. In mantledkarstterranessuch as this it is rareto see purelysoluproctionalsinkholes.Mostsinkholes
are poly-genetic,
whereall the sinkhole-forming
esseshaveplayeda role in theirdevelopment.Unfortunately,
that meansthat all of
the potential
hazardsmayapplyto suchpoly-genetic
sinkholes.
6.2 EngineeringHazardsGausedby BedrockGollapseSinkholesand Their
Potentiallmpacton the proposedroad alignment
(cavecollapse)
Bedrockcollapsesinkholes
will haveonlynegligible
impacton the
proposedrerouting.
As previously
mentioned,
White(1988),Waltham(1989),Beck
and Sayed(1991),and Sowers(1996)all agreethat such collapsesare extremely
rare,almostnon-existent,
on a humantimescale. Noneof the geophysical
dataindicatesanyair-filledcavescloseto the groundsurface.
6.3 EngineeringHazardsCausedby GoverSubsidenceSinkholesand Their
Potentiallmpacton the proposedroadalignment
Coversubsidence
sinkholesare generallybroadand shallowand they develop
slowly;they usuallycausedamagesimplyby undermining
and crackingrigidfoundaLaMoreaux& Associates
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tions.Evidencedocumenting
the occurrence
of such sinkholesis derivedalmostexclusivelyfromthe damagethatis caused.Probablybecauseof the veryminorsurface
expressionof thesefeatures,thereare no statisticsavailableon their lateralextent.
Becauseof the verylow magnitude
of subsidence
at the center-a few inchesup to a
foot-the lateralextentof significantsettlementis probablywell underone hundred
feet. However,after severalyearsof continueddevelopment,
some remedialaction
may be necessary.Thiswouldbe obviouslongbeforethe processwas hazardous
to
the integrityof the roadway.
6.4 EngineeringHazardsGausedby GoverGollapseSinkholesand Their Potential lmpacton the proposedroad alignment
Covercollapsesinkholes
form suddenlyand producea steep-sided
depression.
The lateraldimensions
varyfrom lessthanten feet to tens or hundredsof feet in diameter. The depthis oftentens of feet. Shouldone developbeneaththe roadway,
the roadwaywouldcollapseinto the resultingdepressioncausinga potentially
fatal
hazardfor motorists.The vast majorityof the sinkholesthat form are small.The potentialwidthof a covercollapsesinkholeis relatedto the cohesiveness
of the sedimentand the stableslopeangle,as wellas the thickness
of the sediment.In clayey
sandsor denseclaysthe sidesof the sinkholemay be vertical.In loosesandsthe
sideslopesapproach
a 2:1 ratioandthe diameterof the sinkholeis limitedto approximatelyfourtimesthe thicknessof the sand. An exampleof a potentialsitefor thistype
of sinkholeis interpreted
to occurbetween97+50andg8+25on resistivity
Transect4.
6.5 EngineeringHazardsGausedby Other Karst Featuresand Their Potential
lmpacton the proposedroadalignment
Deep,clay-filled
cuttersmaybe subjectto slowsettlement
dueto differential
compaction,or dueto slowkarsticerosion.Examples
of thistypeof featureare interpreted
to occurat 107+00on Transect5, 106+40on Transect6.
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7.0 coNcLUSroNs
The standardmethodof geotechnical
is to drilla patternof boresite investigation
holesto delineatethe spatialextentof variousfeatures,in this case karstfeatures.
However,unlessthe spacingis lessthanthe featuredimensions
it is possibleto miss
it completely.
Moreover,the densityof boringsnecessary
to insuredetectionof karst
featuresis prohibitively
expensive.
A cavitymay be filledwith air, water,or collapse
materialresultingin a contrastin physicalproperties
that may be detectedusingappropriategeophysical
methods.Appliedgeophysics
can contributeto the solutionof
problems.The interpretation
most geotechnical
engineeringand environmental
of
geophysical
contrastsis basedon geologicassumptions.Uncertainty
is inherentin
process.Preparation
the geophysical
interpretation
modelsusuallyasof geophysical
sumesthefollowing:
(a) Earthmaterialshavedistinctsubsurface
boundaries.
(b)A materialis homogeneous
(havingthe sameproperties
throughout).
(c)The unitis isotropic(properties
are independent
of direction).
Theseassumptions
are,in manycases,in discrepancy
withthe realityof geologic
occurrences.
Unitsmay gradefrom one materialtype to anotherwith no distinctsurfacebetweentwo materials.Non-uniqueness
appliesto all geophysical
methods,
and
geologicrealityin the interpretation.
is mostconveniently
resolvedby understanding
Onepowerfultechniqueis microgravity,
whichlocatesareasof contrasting
subsurface
densityfrom surfacemeasurements
of the earth'sgravity. Anotherequallypowerful
techniqueis electricalresistivity
tomography,
whichcan locatevoidsandothersolution
featureswithinnaturallyresistivebedrock,by measuring
changesin electricalresistivity fromsurfacemeasurements.
Probablythe mostimportant
task of any site investigationis characterizing
the naturalgeologicconditions.
Understanding
the geologic
conditions
can makethe difference
betweensuccessandfailurefor siteinvestigations.
Mappingnaturalgeologicconditions
includesa widevarietyof objectives
suchas:
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o determiningthicknessof unconsolidated
materials,top of rock or structural

features;
mappinglateralvariations
in sand/clay
deposits;
and
geologic
(e.9.,sinkholes,
locating
fractures,
anomalies
bedrockchannels,
andfaults
Establishing
new roadwaysor expandingexistingones,often involvestraversing
previously
properties
undeveloped
withfew recordsor documentation.
This investigation illustrates
the effectiveness
of ERT testingfor the detectionand mappingof the
top of an irregularbedrock,and localgeologicanomalies.
Bothsurfacegeophysical
methodsprovidea highdegreeof spatialsampling
to ensurethatburiedfeaturesand
environmental
concernsareadequatelycharacterized
beforeconstruction.
The benefitsof such measurements
include:non-destructive
sampling,in-situ
measurements
of a wide rangeof physicalproperties,
samplinglargerareasor volumesandproviding
continuous
measurements
in somecases.Thesebenefitsresultin
a greatersampledensity,whichcanmorereadilyidentifyuniformconditions
as wellas
locateanomalous
conditions.
Onceanomalies
conditions
are identified,
thoseareas
requiring
furthertests,boringsor repairscan be accurately
and quicklylocated.
Althoughbothgeophysical
methodsusedat the sitecan providevaluableinformationregarding
the subsurface,
it is the combination
whichprovides
of bothtechniques,
the mostusefulinterpretations.
Eachmethodprovidedvaluableinformation
by whicha
modelof the subsurface
can be drawn,althoughtheydo not alwaysagree.In a reconnaissance
fieldstudy,moredatacan be obtainedusingERTallowingfor a moreconclusiveindependent
interpretation.
In manyapplications
the locationof
of microgravity
the cavewas alreadyknown,and its effecton the gravitymeasurements
couldsimply
be extrapolated
to map the unknowncontinuation
of the cave. However,in an area
whereit is not knownwhethera caveis presentor not,the interpretation
of a gravity
anomalyis not as definiteas the interpretation
of the resistivityprofile. lf only one
LaMoreaux& Associates
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methodcan be used,due to economicandtime limitations,
PELArecommends
electricalresistivity
tomography,
unlessthe pathof a knownanddocumented
caveis being
traced.
Crawford
andothers,1999,concluded
that,out of the geophysical
techniques
they
hadtried,the bestresultswereobtainedby usingmicrogravity
traversesto locatebedrockcaves,voidsin the overburden
andto investigate
sinkholecollapses.
PELA disagreeswiththis statementbecausein a reconnaissance
fieldstudymoredatacan be
obtainedusingERTand it can providea moreconclusive
interpretation.
A comparison of modeledgravityvaluesobtainedfrom resistivity
resultswithactualmicrogravity
datadoesnot providesufficientinformation
to locatevoidsat a sitewith a highlyvariable bedrocksurface. In Dr. Crawford'sstudythe locationof the cavewas already
wellknown,and its effecton the gravitymeasurements
couldsimplybe extrapolated
to
map the unknowncontinuation
of the cave.

However,in an areawhere it is not

knownwhethera caveis presentor not,the interpretation
of the gravityanomalyis not
as definiteas the interpretation
of the resistivityprofile.This is extremelyapparent
whenthe uppergrid microgravity
data is comparedto boththe resistivity
resultsand
the knownhistoryof the site. The gravitydata is governedprimarilyby large-scale
featuresandfailedto delineate
the dimensions
of the knownsinkholeon the property.
Whilethe ERT clearlydelineateda low resistivity
anomalyin the area of the known
sinkhole,indicating
that the debrisinfilling
the sinkholeis highlyconductive,
which
uponcommunication
withthe landowner
is knowto be true. The magnitude
of small
scaledifferences
betweenthe actualmicrogravity
resultsand the modeledresultsin
areasof unknownvoidsaresimilaris magnitude
to the differences
thatareacausedby
subsurface
voids.In additionto anomalyevaluation,
the sourceand sizeof the irreduciblefielderrorsmustbe considered.Underthe properconditions
of largeenough
good surfaceconditions,
anomalies,
and some knowledge
of densities,
microgravity
can be an effectivetool for engineeringinvestigations.lf only one methodcan be
used,due to economicand time limitations,
PELArecommends
electricalresistivity
tomography,
unlessthe pathof a knownanddocumented
caveis beingtraced.
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I.. INTRODUCTION
The Center for Cave and Karst Studieswas subcontractedby the Kentucky Transportation
Center to perform a geophysicalsuniey including microgravity traversing and electrical
resistivity testing in responseto a visional saggingof the roadway at mile point 12.9on KY
Highway 61, in Larue County, Kentucky.

1.1 Location
The investigated site is located along KY Highway 6l betweenElizabethtown and
Hodgenville, in Larue County, Kentucky in the vicinity of mile point 12.9. At this point,
the roadway is a split highway with two eastboundand two westbound lanes that are
separatedby a grassymedian. The section of roadway that appearsto be sagging is in the
two eastboundlanes,with more depressionevident in the right lane.
1.2 Geology
The primary geologic units in this areaarethe St. Louis Limestone and the overlying Ste.
GenevieveLimestoneof the MississippianAge (Figure 1.1). The most prominent rock
unit in the vicinity of the investigatedsite is the St. Louis Limestone (Moore, l96G).
The Ste. GenevieveLimestone outcrops north west of the investigated site. It
consistsof limestone and dolomite with beds of oolitic limestone and some shale. Its
thickness is approximately 80 feet thick in this area(Mooreo1966). The Lost River Chert
Bed occurs near the top of the Horse Cave Member. The bottom of the Horse Cave

Member of the Ste. Genevieve is the contact with the underlying St. Louis Limestone.
The Lost River Chert Bed consistsof al0-foot zoneof erosionally- resistant silicified
limestone that contains coarsefossil fragments and abundantchert. Where the Lost River
Chert is present,the chert servesto protect the underlying Horse Cave Member from
chemical solution. Where the protective Lost River Chert Bed is not present,sinkholes
can form in the underlying St. Louis Limestone. About 40 feet below the Lost River
Chert Bed, at the top of the St. Louis Limestone, is another limestone unit with abundant
balls and beds of chert referred to as the Corydon Chert Member. It is about 60 feet thick
and cave streamsare often perchedupon it. Where one or both of thesecherty layers is
present,the landscapeusually is characterizedby large rather flat, bowl-shapedsinkholes.
Where they are missing the landscapeusually consists of deep more funnel-shaped
sinkholes. From the geologic map (Figure 1.1) the investigatedarea contains numerous
funnel-shapedsinkholes. This is in contrastto the areasto the northwest that are
underlain with the Ste. Genevieve as well as those areasthat are protectedby the Late
Mississippian age sandstoneand shalecaprock.

1.3 Microgravity
Microgravity measuresrelative gravlty causedby lateral variations in subsurfacedensity.
The microgravity method employed in the investigation involved the use of a Scintrex
CG-3M Autograv Microgravity Meter. The purpose of the study was to use Bouguer
gravity techniquesin order to detect and delineatepossible voids in the regolith and/or
bedrock. The dataare presenteddocumentingboth the Bouguer gravity in microgals and
the elevation in feet at each measurementlocation.

1.4 Electrical Resistivity
Electrical resistivity measuresthe resistivity of the subsurfacematerial to the
transmissionof an induced electrical current. The method employed in the electrical
resistivity testing involved the use of a Sting/Swift Resistivity meter. The purpose of the
study was to use the Dipole-Dipole arrayof electrodeplacementto detect subsurface
ileas less conductive then their surroundings. The data are presented showing the

modeled resistivity profile beneaththe microgravity measurementsat the same
coordinates,along eachtraverse.

1.5 Area Investigated
The investigated areais in a section of KY Highway 6l that is divided. Two eastbound
lanesare divided by a grassymedian from two westbound lanes (Figure 1.2). On both
the north and south sides of the highway there is pasturelandthat contains numerous
sinkholes depressions. Drainage from the roadway and from within the right-of-way area
betweenthe road and the controlled accessfence is routed into two drainageeasements
on the south side of the eastboundlane. The smaller drainagebasin (A) to the south west
of the roadway (Figure 1.2) is located within the right-of-way and is outfiued with a type
B silt trap and concrete box to direct water into the subsurface. At the time of the
investigation, this areawas overgrown with weeds and did not appearto be functional.
The larger drainagebasin (B) is south of the right-of-way (Figure 1.2). Runoff is directed
toward this easementthrough perforatedpipes and "V" ditches that employ type A silt
traps in various locations along the route parallel to the roadway. However, there is no
drainagewell designedfor this basin. The water is allowed to percolate downward by
gravity.

2. MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH PROCEDT]RES
2.1 Introduction
materials.
Gravitysurveysareusedto detectvariationin the densityof subsurface
Variationsin the earttr'sgravitationalfield higherthannormalindicateunderlying
materialof higherdensitywhile areasof low gravity indicateareasof lower density. In
orderto detectvoids or cavities,very high precisionis required.Accurategravity
readingsto 10microGals(1Gal- I cm/s')*"necessary. This is equalto I partin
100,000,000
of the earttr'snormalgravity. A SCINTREXCG-3MAutograv
MicrogravityMeterwhich hasa 0.S-microGalsensitivitywasusedfor this investigation.

For a more detailed discussionof microgravity as a method for detection
of subsurface
featuresand Center for Cave and Karst Studiesexperiencewith this method,
pleaserefer
to Appendix (I) and Appendix (II).
2.2 Microgravity Research procedures
The SCINTREX CG-3M Autograv underwent a 48-hour stabilization period
prior to field
use' Field calibration was performed on the instrument and consisted
of a long-term drift
correction and temperaturecompensationadjusfinent.
The follo*ittg corrections are calculated for each gravity measurement:
o

Instrument Drift (short term),

o

Earth Tides,

o

ReferenceEllipsoid (latitude),

o

Free-Air Effect (elevation), and

o

Bouguer Slab Density

A basestation was establishedat the survey site and gravity was repeatedly
measuredat
this base station every two hours in order to derive instrument drift.
A base station
derived instrument drift curve was interpolated to the time of each survey
station reading
and each station reading was then correctedfor instrument drift by
the Geosoft OASIS
Montaj reduction program.

Earth tide correctionsare basedon latitude and longitude of the survey

station and the

gtavitational effect of the sun and moon at anygiven point in
time. This correction was
made for each gravity reading using latitude and longitude derived
from a GpS
measurementmade at the site and determinedby recording dateand
time for each
instrument reading (convertedto UTC for calculations). The reference
ellipsoid
correction refers to the fact thatthe earth is an imperfect spherewith gravitational
variation as a firnction of latitude.

Differences in elevation between each survey station and the basestation were
compensatedfor using free-air correction calculation. The free-air effect compensatesfor
the decreasein gravity with elevation due to increasing distance from the center of the
earth. Ground elevation for each microgravity station was surveyedto the nearest
hundred of a foot and instrument height was measuredto the nearest l/10 of an inch.

Theoretical gravity is modified to obtain simple Bouguer gravity by applying the
Bouguer slab effect correction. This correction refers to the attraction of the slab of
material, which is causedby variation in density, betweenthe station elevation and sealevel. Topographic relief acrossthe survey site did not require terrain corrections to be
applied to the data set.
In most karst areas,the following average density values are assumed:

Water: 1.0g/" t
: I .5-2.2g/" t Limestone: 2.5-2.67g/" t
Regolith or cavesediments
Therefore,densitycontrastsof 0.5 to 2.7 g/" t areanticipatedfor any subsurface
cavity,
Air: 0 glcm3

dependingon whetherthe cavity is filled with sediment,wateror air andwhetherthe
cavity is surrounded
by regolithor bedrock. Air-filled cavitiesin bedrockwith a density
contrastof approximately2.5 glcm3*e the easiestto detectwhile water-filledvoids in
regolithwith a densitycontrastof approximately0.5 g/cm3*"the mostdifficult.
Shallow,large,air-filled voidsarethe easiestto detectwith deep,small,water-filled
voids in regoliththe mostdifficult
2.3 Detectionof SubsurfaceFeaturesin Karst Terrain
Bouguergravitycanidentiff locationson the earth'ssurfacethat haverelativelyhigher
or lower gravitycausedby lateralvariationsin subsurface
density. Crawford(1995)has
usedmicrogravityextensivelyto locatebedrockcavesfrom the groundsurface
(AppendixI). The lower densitlesof the air, wateror mud within a cavecomparedto the
surroundingcarbonaterock resultsin a low- gravityanomaly.Crawfordhasalsoused
microgravityto locatevoids in the regolith(unconsolidated
materialabovebedrock)
which arepotentialsinkholecollapses.Sinceregolithis lessdensethat limestone
bedrock,Bouguergravitycanalsoidentiff variationsin depthto bedrock.

2.4 Microgravity Used for Sinkhole Collapse Investigations
Crawford has used microgravity to investigate subsurfaceconditions in the vicinity of
sinkhole collapses. Microgravity provides useful information concerning a) depth to
bedrock, b) extent and shapeof the void below the surface,c) location of the crevice, or
crevices,through which regolith and water are sinking and d) additional regolith voids in
the vicinity. Appendix I further details the use of microgravity for sinkhole collapse
investigations.

2.5 Suruey Layout
Microgravity traverseswere set up in the grassyareato the south side of the eastbound
emergencylane, along the center of the right eastboundlane, and in the median between
the eastand westbound lanes (Figure 1.2). The microgravity stations on the south side
and in the median were placed overlying the locations where electrical resistivity
measurementswere taken. In the grass, survey lines were marked with an orange
painted, labeled wooden stake at every station. All traverseshad a l0-foot spacing
between stations. In the roadway, the stations were marked with an orange paint mark at
every station. A basestation was establishedin a centralized location in order to measure
changesin drift during the time measurementswere being made.
2.6 Field Methods
The SCINTREX CG-3M Autograv microgravity meter used for this survey provided the
following on-board data corrections:
1. Continuous Tilt Correction-for insfiument level.
2. Seismic Filter-for

interferencecausedby vibration.

3. Auto-Reject-for statistical rejection of anomalousreadings.
At eachmeasuringstation the instrument was manually leveled to within +l- 5
arcseconds.Instrument height was measuredto the nearestl/1,0 inch for each station.
Measurementread-time on the SCINTREX CG-3M Autograv was programmed for 60
seconds(one reading per secondfor resultantaverage).The time of measurement

(HIYMM) was accuratelyrecorded for each measurement. Data was recordeddigitally
by the microgravity meter as well as field notes maintained by the survey team.
2.7 Data Reduction
Correctionsto measuredfield gravity were applied basedon latitude and longitude, time
of measurerhent,elevation of measurement,and instrument height datarecordedby the
field personnelfor each survey station. Datareduction was facilitated by a computer
program called Geosoft OasisMontaj. Data reduction includes the following corrections:
1. Instrument Drift
2. ReferenceEllipsoid (a function of latitude)
3. Earth Tide
4. Elevation (free-air effect)
5. Bouguer slab effect (density)
After all corrections have been calculated,the reduced dataconsistsof a Simple Bouguer
Gravity value for eachmeasuredpoint. Increasingly negative values for Bouguer gravity
indicate greaterdeficits in massbelow each measurementpoint. Graphic plotting of data
produces a trend line that illustrates the relative fluctuations in gravrty within the survey
area.

2.8 Criteria for Interpreting Reduced Data
Reducedsurvey data consist of Simple Bouguer Gravity. Fluctuations in measured
gravity can be attributed to changesin depth to bedrock, variations in density of
competentsubsurfacematerials,regolith voids and bedrock voids. Existing information
on depth to bedrock were usedto facilitate interpretation. The following criteria were
usedto guide interpretation of the reducedmicrogravity data:

o

Anomalies are interpretedbasedon disconformity betweenlocal trends in
measurements.This includes datasetswith essentially"flaf' graphic trends as well
as trends which increaseor decreasewith horizontal distance. A gradually increasing
or decreasingtrend across adataset is often representativeof depth to bedrock trends

or regional gravity trends. Anomalies within a dataset are identified as variations
within such trends.
Anomalies are interpreted basedon magnitude. While neither the magnitude of the
acfual subsurfacefeafure nor the depth to the feature can be concluded from survey
da$ greater magnitudes of disconformity within the data set indicate more probable
detectionsof actual subsurfacefeatures,such as sediment-filled, water-filled or airfilled voids in the limestone bedrock or regolith.

Symmetry of an anomaly within the dataset indicates a more probable detection of
actual subsurfacefeatures. Data sets exhibiting a gradual decreasefrom local average
in Bouguer microgravity followed by agradual increaseto local average(i.e. a
"bowl" shape)are consideredmore positive indicators of a low-gravity anomaly with
less likelihood of instrument error. Single point anomaliesare generally considered
unreliable indicators of actual anomalies.

3. ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY RESEARCH PROCEDURES
3.1 Introduction
Resistivitysurveysprovidean imageof the subsurface
resistivitydistribution. Features
that arenot goodconductorsof electricity, suchas air filled voids in the overbr:rdenor a
cavein the bedrock,resultin high resistivityanomalies.This makesthe resistivity
methoda goodexploratorytechniquefor investigatingkarst subsurfacefeattnes,or where
depthto bedrockis needed.For moreinformationon resistivityprofiling pleaserefer to
Appendix(III).

3.2 ResistivityResearchProcedures
Severaldifferentelectrodeconfigurationscanbe usedto collectresistivity data.These
includethe Schlumberger,
Wenner,Pole-Pole,Pole-Dipole,Squarerurays,andDipoleDipole. TheDipole-Dipolearay generallyprovidesthehighestprecision,permits

reasonabledepth investigation and has the greatestsensitivity to horizontal resolution and
datacoverage.(Loke, 1999).

3.3 Survey Layout
One electrical resistivity traversewas set up parallel to the south side of the eastbound
lane; a secondtraversewas set up parallel to the roadway in the median while the third
traversewas set up parallel to the north side of the westbound lane (Figure 1.2). The
traverseon the south side and in the median overlay microgravity stations so that the data
could be compared. Survey lines were marked with a wooden stake at the beginning and
end of eachtraverse. The electrodeshad a 20-foot spacingon eachtraverse. A 2O-foot
spacingwas necessaryin order to pick up data approximately 100 feet down.

3.4 Data Reduction and Interpretation
The resistancemeasurementsgatheredby the field survey are reducedto apparent
resistivity values. This conversion was performed by using the AGI Administrator
Version I .l .0.4 program.The RES2DINV Version 3.44 program was then usedto
convert the apparentresistivity values into a resistivity profile model that can be used for
interpretation.
The modeled results along a traverse are calibrated by comparing observedanomalies
with physical data,such as, topographic maps, geologic quadrangles,rock outcrops, and
drilling/boring data. Data interpretation of two-dimensional resistivity information in
karst terrain using the Sting/Swift system is presentedin Appendix (II!.

4. RESULTS

4.1 General

The Profile trends depicted have not been smoothedor fitted and are basedon careful
selectionof the most accurate60 secondreadingsat each station basedon the followine.

1. Readingswtrich exhibit the lowest standarddeviation were plotted where repeated60
secondmeasurementswere made at a single station.
2. Where repeated60 secondmeasurementswere made at a single station, selectionwas
basedon which tilt value was within +l- 5 arcseconds.
3. Where repeated60 secondmeasurementsyielded similar standarddeviation, a
conservativeselection was made of the reading which best conformed to the general
trend exhibited by the traverse,i.e. a "best fif'.

4.2 Micro gravity Results

The microgravity survey data taken in the field are included in Appendix [V. The data,
once correctedby OASIS Montaj progftrm are included in Appendix V. Figures 4.1
through 4.3 show the microgravity data profiled along with the elevation of the ground
surface.
In each of the haversesthere are low gravity anomalies,ranging from 40 to 65 pgals in
size,inthe vicinity of the saggingroadway. It is also observed,in eachof the traverses,
that there is a steep decreasein gravity towards the end. Normal single point gravity
flucfuations can be seenin eachtraverse,however some single point anomaliesreflect the
location of buried pipes and drainageconduits.

4.3 Electrical Resistivitv Results

The electrical resistivity traverseon the south side is presentedas Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5
showsthe resistivity traversein the median, and Figure 4.6 shows the data from the
resistivity traverseon the north side. Each traverseresulted in data with low percent
errors and displayed clear results.
Resistive areasappearedin the databelow the road section experiencing sagging. These
resistive areascould representdry, competentbedrock or a non-conductive void. In the
south and median traversestheseresistive areaswere isolated, such as with a void or
pinnaclein the bedrock (Figure 4.4,Figare 4.5). In the north traverse,the resistivearea

appearedmore as bedrock, stretchitrgacrossthe bottom of the profile and did not show
any featuresof concern(Figure 4.6).

5. CONCLUSION

The low gravity anomaliesindicated by the microgravity dataand the resistive areas
evident on the electrical resistivity in the traversesperformed on the south and median
sides of the eastboundlaneswere compared. Figure 5.1 comparesthe microgravity data
and electrical resistivity dataalongthe south traverse.Figure 5.2 comparesthe
microgravity dataand electrical resistivity dataalong the median traverse.
It is possible that there could be a subsurfaceextension of the sinl*role depression
approximately 200 feet south of the sagging section of the roadway (Figure 1.2). The
water draining from the east and west of the investigated site collects in a low lying axea
approximately 50 feet to the south and then progressestowards the above mentioned
sinkhole. The result of the downward movement of the water is illustrated in the
resistivity along the south sidetraverseas an areaof lowresistivity inthe vicinity of
Station 400 (Figure 5.1). It is possible that this downward movement of water could be
causing soil piping to occur subsurfacelyinto fractures in the underlying bedrock (Figure
5.3)
This could be the reasonthe microgravity anomaly on the south traverseappearslarger
than the anomalies indicated in the roadway and in the median. The small anomalies in
the roadway and median could be aresult of the subsurfaceextensionof the collapse,
only at a further distance. However, these smaller anomaliescould also be depth to
bedrock. According to the original ground surface,indicated on the map provided by the
Kentucky Highways Deparhnent, the bedrock under this section of roadway was at a
lower elevation. The microgravity and electrical resistivity dataeven appearto mimic the
remnant contours of the bedrock (Figure 5.4).

6. RECOMMEhIDATIONS
This areaneedsto be fuither investigatedin order to determine of sinkhole activity is
extending into the vicinity of the sagging road. A direct approach,such as drilling, is
recommended. Locations along the south side of the roadway should be explored for
voids or unconsolidatedmaterial that may be moving downward with water. Stations
230,330 and 460 shouldbe drilled along the microgravity southtraverse. This will help
to better understandthe low gravity anomaly by firrther investigating two stations outside
of the anomaly,230 and 460,and one stationin the centerof the anomaly, 330. It is also
recommendedto drill at station 400 in order to get a better detail to the low resistivity
areabelow this point. It is also important to comparethe low gravity anomaliesseenin
the south and median traverses. That w&y, it may be determined whether the low gravity
detectedunderneaththe median traverse is a result of the sameconditions underlying the
southtraverse. To do this Stations230,32A and460 shouldbe drilled. A copy ofthe
drilling records should then be returned to the Center for Cave and Karst Studiesfor
furttrer interpretation.
It is important to prevent water moving downward at the site from washing soil
downward with it. Lined concreteditches, rather than perforatedpipes and "V" ditches
should be used to direct water. If during the drilling investigationsat least one unclogged
crevice of sufficient size is discovereda drainagewell should be installed at that location.
Usually, a drainagewell is "punched-in" with a cable tool drilling rig. The pounding
motion of the cable tool bit forces water in and out of small mud-filled crevices within
the limestone, such as a solutionally enlargedjoint or bedding plane parting. This
developsthe well by washing mud out of the crevices. However, since drainagewells
should develop themselvesnaturally by repeatedlyfilling and draidtg, development
during the drilling processis inconsequentialand a rotary drilling rig can be used. The
well should also be casedto bedrock, and sealedat the regolith-bedrock interface
(Crawford, 1989). If during the drilling investigation no crevice is discoveredthrough
which a drainagewell can be established,the lined drainageditches should extend into
the basin so that if finther subsidenceand/or a possible collapse occurs, it will be firrther
from the roadway.
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MI CROGRAVITY SUBST]REACE II\I\18 STI GATI ON AI\D CA\TE
ST]R\rEY OF THE PROPOSEDUS I{WY 27 ROUTE IN SOMERSET,
KENTUCI(Y

Center for Cave and Karst Studies

INTRODUCTION
The Center for Cave and Karst Studieswas subcontractedby Florence and Hutcheson,Inc. to
perform a geophysical suruey including microgravity traversing and electrical resistivity
testing along with cave exploration and mapping in the vicinity of the proposed US Hwy 27 n
Pulaski County, Kentuclcy between markers 1064+00 and 1088+00.
1.1 Location
Thesiteislocatednearthetownof SomersefKentucky (Figure 1-1). Theinvestigatedsiteis
contained in a section of the proposed route that runs parallel to the current Hwy 27 route.
1.1 Geolory
Geology inthe vicinity of the site consistsof one exposed lithologic unit the St. Louis
Limestone. Basedon the Geologic Map of the Delmer Quadrangle (Lewis,l97l)

this unit is

exposedat the surfacein the vicinity of the Site (Figure l-2). Within the St. Louis Limestone
there are limestones, siltstones,and chert. The uppermost facies is a limestone that can be
very dark to medium gay, sublithographic to medium grained, thin to thick bedded. It is also
interbedded with siltstone. This siltstone is more abundant in the lower portions of the unit.
A more courser grained, cleaner limestone is found in the upper levels of the unit. The
limestone is also commonly cherty, with chert as pods, stringers and irregular masses. The
baseof the unit contains greenish-grayclaystonethat weathersto green clay.

1.3 Area Investigated
The areacontainedfor:r traverses64 feet apart.Line A wasestablished96feetfrom the
centerline,beyondthe ditch areaof the proposedsouthboundsideof the highway. Line B ran
32 feet from the centerline,down the centerof the two southboundlanes. Line C was
established32feet offthe centerline,downthe centerof the two northboundlanes. Line D
was 96 feet offthe center. This is beyondthe ditch areaforthe northboundside. Eachline
was approximately2400ft long. The areainvestigatedran acrossthreeindividually owned
tractsof land, eachcontaininga cavethat was suweyedin orderto determineif it ran
underneaththeproposedroadsite (Figrne1-3).
...':

1.4 Microgravity
Microgravity was run along each of the for:r traverses. The method used in the investigation
involved the use of a Scintrex CG-3M Autograv Microgravity Meter. The purpose of this
study was to use Bouguer gavity techniques in order to detect and firther delineate possible
voids in the overburden and/or bedrock caves existing or potential sinkhole collapses and
variations in depth to bedrock r.rnderthe proposed roadway. Microgravity traverseswere
established parallel to the centerline on both the northbound and the southbound lanes and
measurementswere taken at aten feet spacing interval. The data are presented showing both
the Bouguer gravity in Microgals and the elevation along the traverse.

1.5 Resistivity
Resistivity was measured along each of the four traverses. Electrical resistivity measuresthe
resistivity ofthe subsurface material to the transmission of an induced electrical current. The
method used in the electrical resistivity testing involved the use of a Sting/Swift Resistivity
meter. A Dipole-Dipole array of electrodeplacement was usedto detect subsurfaceareasless
conductive then their suroundings. The data are presented showing the modeled resistivity
profile beneath ttre microgravity measurementsat the same coordinates, along eachtraverse.

1.6 CaveSurey
The threeknown caveat the site wereexploredandthe cavesmappedusing a Suunto
compass,clinometerand cloth tape. Baclsites weretakento within one degree.The cave
passageswere surveyedand sketchedandprofile sectionsof the cavedimensionsareprovided
on the cavemaps.

2. MICROGRAVITY RESEARCII PROCEDT]RES
2.1 Introduction
Gravity surveysareusedto detectvariationin the densityof subsurfacematerials. Variations
in the earth'sgravitationalfield higherthan nonnal indicateunderlyingmaterialof higher
densitywhile areasof low gravity indicateareasof lower density. In orderto detectvoids or
cavities,very high precisionis required.Accurategravityreadingsto 10 microGals(1Gal = I
cm/s2)arenecessary.This is equalto I part in 100,000,000
of the earth'snormalgravity. A
SCINTREXCG-3M AutogravMicrogravityMeterthat hasa 0.s-microcal sensitivitywas
usedfor this investigation. Microgravity datagatheredwithin the investigatedsite canbe
seenasFigures2-1 through2-t8. For a more detaileddiscussionof microgravityasa method
for detectionof subsurfacefeaturesin highway situationsand Centerfor CaveandKarst
Studiesqxperiencewith this method,pleasereferto Appendices(I) and(II).

2.2 Microgravity ResearchProcedures
The SCINTREXCG-3M Autogravunderwenta 48-hourstabilizationperiodprior to field use.
Field calibrationwasperfonnedon the instrumentand consistedof a long-termdrift
correctionandtemperaturecompensationadjusfinent.
The following correctionswas calculatedfor each gravitymeasurement:
o InstrumentDrift (shortterm),
.

EarthTides.

o ReferenceEllipsoid (latitude),
.

Free-AirEflect (elevation),and

o BouguerSlabDensity
A basestationwas establishedat the surveysite and gravity wasrepeatedlymeasuredat this
basestationapproximatelyeverytwo hoursin orderto deriveinstrumentdrift. A basestation
derivedinstnrmentdrift curvewas interpolatedto the time of eachsurveystationreadingand
eachstationreadingwasthen correctedfor instn:rnentdrift by the GeosoftOASIS Montaj
reductionprogram.

Earth tide correctionsarebasedon latitude andlongitudeof the surveystationandthe
gravitationaleffect of the sur andmoon at arrygiven point in time. This correctionwasmade
for eachgravity readingusing latitude and longitudederivedfrom a GPSmeasurement
made
at the site anddeterminedby recordingdateandtime for eachinsfirrmentreading(converted
to UTC for calculations).Thereferenceellipsoidcorrectionis necessary
becausethe earthis
an imperfectspherewith gravitationalvariation as a firnction of latihrde.
Differenceqin elevationbetweeneachsuwey stationandthe basestationwere compensated
for usingthe free-air correctioncalculation. The free-air effect compensates
for the decrease
in gravity with elevationdueto increasingdistancefrom the centerof the earttr. Elevationfor
eachmicrqgravity surveystationwas sightedto the nearesthundredof a foot andinstnunent
heightwasmeasuredto the nearestIlrc of an inch at eachstation.
Theoreticalgravity is modified to obtain simpleBouguergravity by applying the Bouguer
slabeffect correction. This correctionrefersto the atfractionof the slabof material,which is
causedby variation in density,betweenthe stationelevationandsealevel. Topographicrelief
acrossthe surveysite did not requireterrain correctionsto be appliedto the dataset.
In most karst areas,the following averagedensityvaluesareassumed:
Air : 0 g/cm3 Water: 1.0g/"t f

Chy :2.21 glcnf Sandston
e:2.35glcnf
t
Regolithor cavesediments: 1.5 gl"
Limestone: 2.5 glcm3

cavity,
Therefore,densitycontrastsof -1.0 to 2.5 {cm3 *" anticipatedfor any subsurf,ace
dependingon whettrerthe cavity is filled with air, water or sediment.

Although microgravity subsurfaceinvestigationsusually consistof measuringat stations
the
establishedin a grid pattern,Crawford,Webster,ffid Winter (1989)havedemonstrated
effectivenessof using traversesestablishedperpendicularto linear substrrfacefeafires and
groundwaterflow pathsfor the detectionof caves.

2.3 Detectionof SubsurfaceFeaturesin Kanst Terrain
Bouguergravity canidentiff locationson the earth's surfacethat haverelatively higher or
lower gravity causedby lateralvariationsin subsurfacedensity. Craurford(1995)hasused
microgravity extensivelyto locatebedrockcavesfrom tlre groundsurface(AppendixII). The
lower densitiesof the air, water or mud within acavecomparedto the surroundingcarbonate
rock resultsin a low- gravlty anomaly. Craurfordhasalsousedmicrogravityto locatevoids
in the regolith (unconsolidatedmaterial abovebedrock)that arepotentialsinkholecollapses.
Sinceregolith is lessdensethat limestonebedroclqBouguergravity canalsoidentiff
variationsin depthto bedrock.

2.4 Microgravity Usedfor Sinkhole CollapseInvestigations
Crawford hasusedmicrogravity to investigatesubsurfaceconditionsin the vicinity of
sinkholecollapses.Microgravity providesuseful infonnation codcerninga) depthto bedrock,
b) extentandshapeof the void belowthe surface,c) locationof the crevice,or crevices,
throughwhich regolith andwater are sinking andd) additionalregolith voids in the vicinity.
AppendixI furtherdetailsthe useof microgravityfor sinlhole collapseinvestigations.

2.5 SurveyLayout
Surveylinesweremarkedparallelto the centerlineby placinga labeledwoodedstakeat each
locationa microgravrtymeasurement
wasto be taken. The stakeswerelabeledwith both the

letterof the line andthe locationof the stakein feet alongthe traverse. The locationsof the
stakeswere determinedby using a compassto remainperpendicularto the centerlinesuwey
stakesprovided,ffid a cloth tapeto seteachstation10feet apart.Basestationswere
established
at multiple locationsin ttrestudy areain orderto measurethe changesin drift
during the time microgmvity measurements
were beingmade.

2.6 Field Method
The SCINTREXCG-3M Autogravmicrogravitymeterusedfor this surveyprovidedthe
following on-boarddata,corrections
:
1. ContinuousTilt Correction-for instnrmentlevel.
2. SeismicFilter-for interferencecausedby vibration.
3. Auto-Reject-for statisticalrejectionof anomalousreadings.
At eachmeasuringstationthe instnrmentwas manuallyleveledto within +l- 5 arcseconds.
lnstrumentheightwasmeasuredto the nearest1ll0 inch for eachstation. Measurement
readtime on ttre SCINTREXCG-3M Autogravwasprogrammedfor 60 seconds(onereadingper
secondfor resultarftaverage).The time of measurement(HFIAvIIT{)
was accuratelyrecorded
for eachmeasurement.Datawas recordeddigitally by the microgravitymeter,ff well asfield
notesmaintainedby the surveyteam.

2.7 Datt Reduction
Corrections to measuredfield gravity were applied basedon latitude and longitude, time of
measruement,elevation of measurement,and instrument height datarecordedby the field
persomel for each suryey station. A computer program called Geosoft Oasis Montaj
facilitated data reduction. Datareduction includes the following corrections:
1. Instrument Drift
2. ReferenceEllipsoid (a function of latitude)
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Figure2-2 Microgravity,elevationand resistivity datafor TraverseA, stationsl068+60-1074+00
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Figure 2-3 Microgravity, elevationand resistivity data for TraverseA, stations 1078+00-1072+60
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Figure 2-6 Microgravity, elevation,and resistivity datafor TraverseB, stations1064+00-1070+20
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Figure 2-9 Microgravity, elevation,and resistivity datafor TraverseB, stations 1083+00-1077+60
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Figure 2-10 Microgravity, elevation, and resistivity data for TraverseB, stations 1088+00-1082+60
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Figure 2-12 Microgravity, elevation and resistivity data for TraverseC, stations 1078+00-1072+60
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3. ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY RESEARCH PROCEDURES

3.1 Introduction
Resistivity surveysprovide an imageof the subsurfaceresistivity distribution. Featuresttrat
arenot good conductorsof electricity, suchasair filled voids in the overbr:rdenor a cavein
the bedrock,result in high resistivity anomalies.This makesthe resistivity methoda good
exploratorytechniquefor investigatingkarst subsurfacefeatures,or wheredepthto bedrockis
needed.Modeledresistivity dataobtainedalongthe traversesat the site iue presentedin
Figures2-1 tlrough 2-18. For moreinforrrationon resistivityprofiling pleasereferto
Appendix(III).

3.2 Resistivity ResearchProcedures
Severaldifferent electrodeconfigurationscanbe usedto collect resistivity data These
Wenner,Pole-Pole,Pole-Dipole, Squarearrays,andDipoleincludethe Schlumberger,
Dipole. The Dipole-Dipolea$ay generallyprovidesttrehighestprecision,permitsreasonable
depthinvestigationandhasthe greatestsensitivityto horizontalresolution anddatacoverage.
(Loke, 1999).

3.3 SurueyLayout
Suwey lines weremarkedparallel to the centerlineby placing a labeledwood stakeat the
begiruring,middle, ffid end of eachfiaverse. Having 28 electodes,the spacebetween
electrodes14 and 15 servedasmiddle. The stakeswerelabeledwith both the letterof the line
andthe traversenumberwith designationas eitherthe beginning,middle or end. The
was
electrodeswereplacedoverlying the locationwherethe microgravity measurements
taken. The electrodespacingfor Traverse1 for eachline A, B, C, D was at 23 & the
remainingtraverseshad a spacingof 20 ft,
3.4 Data Reductionand Interpretation
The resistancemeasurements
gatheredby the field surveyarereducedto apparentresistivity
values. This conversionwasperformedout bv the AGI AdministratorVersion 1.1.0.4

progrcm; The RES2DINV Version 3.44 program was then used to convert the apparent
-

resistivity values into a resistivity profile model that can be used for interpretation.
The modeled results along a traverse are calibrated by comparing observedanomalieswith
physical dat4 such as, topographic maps, geologic quadrangles,rock outcrops, ffid
drilling/boring data. Data interpretation of two-dimensional resistivity information in karst
terrain using the Sting/Swift system is presentedin Appendix (III).

4. REST]LTS
4.1 General
Not all of the gravity measurementsmade during the survey are depicted on the profiles. The
trends depicted have not been smoothedor fitted and are basedon careful selection of the
most accuratereadings basedon:
1. Readings which exhibit the lowest standarddeviation were plotted where repeated
measurementswere made at a single station.
2.

Selection was based on values which exhibited a < 5 pgal spread where measurements
yielded a range of values.

3.

Where repeatedmeasurementsyielded similar standard deviation, a conservative
selection was made of the readings that conformed to the general trend exhibited by the
traverses,i.e. a "best fit".

4.2 Microgravity and Resistivify Results
The microgravitysurveydatatakenin the fietd canbe seenin Appendix(fD. The data,once
correctedby the OASISMaq programcanbe seenin Appendix(V). The modeled
microgravrtyprofile derivedfrom the correcteddataalong wittl the elevationandthe
corresponding
resistivitydatareductionprofilesof eachtraversecanbe seenasFigures2-1 to

2-r8.

Apparentin all resistivitytraversesareirregularmassesof very conductivesubstances.
Reviewingthe informationprovidedon the geologicquadrangle(Lewis, t97l) theseareas
couldbe attributedto massesof siltstoneor possiblyclay,a weatheredproductof claystone,a
componentof the unit. Theseareasalsoexhibit low gravity, apparenton the rnicrogravity
profiles,which would be indicativeto a substance
suchassiltstoneor clay that is lessdense.
(Figrre 2-L6)crossesthe areaaboveFisherCave,Cave
TraverseD 1078+00-1A72+60
"B"(Figure 1-3). Referencingthe mapsin AppendixCW)andsuwey datagatheredfrom an
benchmark,the entranceof Fishercaveis at an elevationof 993.58ft, while the
established
sectionof caveextendingundertraverseD station1075+50is 4 ft belowthat of the entrance
datum. Thereforethe areaof caveat intersectionwith traverseD is at an elevationof 989.58
feet. This is 80.37ft Q4.5 m) below groundsurfaceelevation.The caveat the locationis
approximately2 feet high and I 7 feetwide. This traverseshowsa more resistivearea
approximately24m below which probablyrepresentsthe top of bedrock. Although ttrereis a
small microgravity anomalyat this locationit is probablyrandomvariation in the
microgravity readingssincethe caveis too small andtoo deepfor detection.
(Figure2-5),8 1088+00-1082+60
(Figure2-n), C
Resistivitytraverses41088+00-1082+60
(Figure2-14)andD 1088+00-1082+60
1088+00-1082+60
@igr:re2-18)crossthe areaover
whish SweetPotatoCave,Cave"C", is located(Figure1-3). The entranceto SweetPotato
Caveis at an elevationof 1001.37 feet. The sectionof caveextendingundertraverseD,
stations1085+40is 994.73ft, andis 79.76ft Q4.3 m) belowground.UndertaverseC,
station1085+50,the cavepassageway
hasan elevationof 993.73ft andis therefore80.92ft
Q4.66m) belowthe surface.The caveelevationundertraverseB, is 993.79& 81.4 ft Q4.8
m) below;while the sectionundertraverseA, is at gg2.7gft and 80.47ftQ4.53 m) belowthe
surface.Eachof the cavesectionsis no largerthan3 ft high and5 ft wide. As seenin these
profiles, tlre cavedepthis locatedwithin the bedrockandis too small andtoo deepto be
detectedasa low gravity anomaly.
Otherlow gravity anomalies,large enoughfor possibledection,were not apparent;therefore
it is believedthat no largevoids exit within the investigatedarea.

43 Cave Survey

Within the site investigated,three caveswere explored and mapped. The cave refered to as
Cave 6(4."located on the properfy of Danny and Lannie Mclothlin was named Natural Bridge
o'8" located on the land owned by New Life Indusries
Spring. The cave referred to as Cave
was named Fisher Cave. This is the cave that we were told was "Seven Rooms Cave".
However we have been told, by local caversthat SevenRooms Cave is located furttrer souttr,
ooC"located on the properfy
near the Cumberland Parlavay. The cave referred to as Cave
owned by Herbert Cecil and Edna Opal Fisher was nzrmedSweet Cave Cave. The maps
produced for these cavescan be found in Appendix (VI), while the location of the cave
passagesrelative to the investigated site can be seenon Figure 1-3. During the exploration of
the caves,no indication of bat habitation was reported. Evidence such as guano, scratcheson
the walls/ceiling, ffid oil darkened stains left by bats were not found.
It was also reported during exploration of Fisher Cave that the short branch extending north
approximately 425 ft down the main channel contained glass bottles and other garbage debris.
This could be a result of a connection betweenthat passageand the sinkfiole located directly
north (Figure 1-3).

5. Conclusions
After examinationof both the electricalresistivity andmicrogravity datagatheredover the
areascontainingFisherCaveand SweetPotatoCave,it appearsthat the cavesarelocatedwith
the underlyingbedrock. This portion of the bedrockcontainingthe cavepassageways,
ascordingto the resistivityprofile, is approximately80 feet belowgroundlevel. Both caves
aretoo smallandtoo deepto be detectedaseitherlow gravityor high resistivityanomalies
The third caveunderinvestigation,NaturalBridge Spring,did not crossunderthe proposed
highwaysite.

An estimation of the depth to bedrock can be derived from the resistivity profile. Limestones
exhibit a resistivity range from 100 to 10000 ohm.meters. In ground that is not homogeneous,
limestone will usually appearas the most resistive material, along with void space. Therefore,
the boundary between the high clay content regolith, with low resistivrty and the high
resistivity limestone bedrock is usually easily recognized in the modeled resistivity profile.
Depth to bedrock is estimated throughout the investigated site, to range frorn shallow depths
in the areascontaining pennicles to as deep as 100 ft below ground. The averagedepth to
bedrock appearsto be deeperthan originally speculated,although nearby boring support the
resistivity profile. Due to the comparative aspect of the program used to analyzethe
resistivity dag a shadowing effect will appear arormd objects whose resistivity values vary
gr,eatlyfrom its surrounding material. This efflect is seenmoving from moving from highly
conductive clays into highly resistive limestone bedrock. Therefore, it is difficult to
distinguish abrupt contacts between layers.
Actual depth to bedrock can only be derived in ffeas corresponding to drilling data,therefore,
areasnot included in ground hrthing investigations are subject to estimation only basedon
comparison with those areaswhere ground tnrth is known. The modeled resistivity dataat
this is unusually complex and this makes interpretation difficult. However, after the
installation of additional borings for ground truth, the modeled resistivity data shall provide a
good estimate of the regolith-bedrock contact.
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